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VERTEX MODELS WITH ALTERNATING SPINS* 

JIN HONGt, SEOK-JIN RANG*, TETSUJI MIWA§, AND ROBERT WESTON^ 

Abstract. The diagonalisation of the transfer matrices of solvable vertex models with alternating 
spins is given. The crystal structure of (semi-)infinite tensor products of finite dimensional Uq{sl2) 
crystals with alternating dimensions is determined. Upon this basis the vertex models are formulated 
and then solved by means of Uq(sl2) intertwiners. 

1. Introduction. In [1], the diagonalisation of the XXZ Hamiltonian, 

-       oo 

(1.1) HXXZ = -g   E  (*M-i** + <^< + ^Ui°l)> 
&= — OO 

in the anti-ferromagnetic regime (A = ^^— < — 1) was carried out by making use of 

the representation theory of the quantum affine algebra Uq (s^) • The key observation 
in this method was the identification of the semi-infinite tensor product of the two- 
dimensional representation V^ c^ C2 of Uq(sl2) with the level one irreducible highest 
weight representation V(Ai) (i = 0,1) of the same algebra [2], 

(1.2) • • • (g) C2 0 C2 0 C2 0 C2 ~ V^Ai). 

Using (1.2), the corner transfer matrix A(() of the corresponding six-vertex model 
was identified with the grading operator 

(1-3) A(C) ~ CD, 

and the half transfer matrix $(£) was identified with the vertex operator 

(1.4) ^(0:V(Ai)^V(A1-i)®vl1\ 

where V} is the evaluation representation. The choice of i = 0,1 corresponds to the 
choice of the boundary condition at infinity. 

Under these identifications, the transfer matrix T(^) was identified with the com- 
position of the vertex operators acting on the tensor product of the highest and lowest 
weight representations, 

(1.5) T(C) : ViAi) 0 ViAj)* -+ l^Ai-O 0 Vc
{1) 0 y(A,-)* -» y(Ai_0 0 V(A1^)\ 

and then diagonalised by making use of another vertex operator [1,3] 

(1-6) ViO-.vWQViAA^ViAi-j). 
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A similar method was also applied to other models such as the higher spin gener- 
alisation of the XXZ model [4] and the ABF models [5]. In the former, for which the 
local spaces are V^ ~ Cn+1, the spaces of physical states in the semi-infinite vol- 
ume with the chosen boundary conditions were identified with the level n irreducible 
highest weight representations. On the other hand, in the latter, they were identified 
with the coset spaces of GKO type (see also [6]). 

In this paper, we study yet another example of this sort. We consider the vertex 
models with alternating spins. This requires new insights, both physical and math- 
ematical, and leads to new results in the connection between solvable lattice models 
and representation theory. 

The origin of our study is [7], in which a spin-| chain with a few higher spin 
components (or impurities in physical terms) was studied by using the vertex operator 

(1.7) $(»-i,n)(c) : x^"1) a y(A.) _> y(A1_i) 0 Vc
{n). 

This operator explains the n-fold degeneracy of the vacuum states with a chosen 
boundary condition when a spin-77 impurity is inserted in the spin-^ chain. In [8], 
the above vertex operator was identified with the half transfer matrix of the vertex 
model that has semi-infinite spin-| horizontal lines and a spin-^ vertical line. In 
this paper we consider a vertex model with alternating spins ^ and § (m > n), 
and diagonalise the corresponding transfer matrices. Such models were constructed 
and analysed using the Bethe Ansatz in [9-12]. The first step in our solution is the 
identification of the semi-infinite tensor product 

(1.8) • - • <g> Cm+1 <g> Cn+1 ® Cm+1 0 Cn+1 

having an appropriate boundary condition, with the tensor product of level m — n 
and level n highest weight representations 

(1.9) nAim-">) ® ViX^). 

Here we set 

(1.10) AW = (^-o)Ao + aAi. 

Formula (1.3) is again valid in this situation. 
In the second step, we identify the half transfer matrices (see Figure 3) having 

alternating spins for the horizontal lines and spin-§ (Case A) or y (Case B) for the 
vertical line, with the following vertex operators. 
Case A: 

(1.11) ^(C) : V{\^-n)) ® V(A<n))  id^(0,")(C)) V{\^-n)) ® V{\{:lb) ® V^. 

Case B: 

(i i2)^(c): V^~n)) ® vvP) $(0'm"")(c)8id) n>ti-:±a) ® v^ ® v{\^) 

Finally, we have two (full) transfer matrices TA(Q and TB(() for cases A and B. 
We can think of these operators as acting on the direct sum of the vectors spaces, 

Home (v(X{
a
m-n)) ® V(X{

b
n)), V(xim-n)) ® ^(A^)) 

(1'13) ~ V(xim-n)) ® ^(A^) ® (F(Aira-n)) ® ViX^y. 
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TA(£) and TB(() are mutually commuting and expressed in terms of the operators 
(f)A(C) and (f)B(C), respectively. 

The operator TA(Q can be viewed as the limit where the number of insertions of 
the higher spin components becomes infinite. Therefore, in this case, one can expect 
that the vacuum states are infinitely degenerate, and it is indeed so. The same is 
true for TB((). However, if we consider the product T(C) = TB(()TA(() the infinite 
degeneracy resolves, and we have a unique vacuum for a fixed boundary condition. 
The vacuum states are given by 

(1.14) (-q)DeEndc(v(\im-^)®V(\{
b
n))). 

The excited states are constructed upon these vacua. Consider two kinds of vertex 
operators with spin 0 and |, respectively. 
Spin-0 case: 

(1.15) V>(0)(O:nAim"n))®V(A[n)) 
-»■  y(A^_")) ® vf > ® y(A<n)) -»• v(\,F-n)) ® ^(A^). 

Spin-1 case: 

(1.16)        V(4)(0 : ^(1) ® ^(Aim-n)) 0 V(X{
h
n)) -+ V(x[?-n)) 0 T/(Ain)). 

Acting on the vacua, the operators ip(0\0 and ip^HQ create particles with spin 0 
and |, respectively. We give the exchange relations for these operators. The vacuum 
states (—q)D, the operators ip(0\€) and ip^{^) and their exchange relations are the 
diagonalisation data of the transfer matrix T(Q in the sense of the vertex operator 
approach [1]. From the view point of the representation theory this data gives the 
irreducible decomposition of the space of physical states (1.13) with respect to the 
action of Uq(sl2). We call this description of the physical space the particle picture in 
comparison with the local picture consisting of the alternating infinite tensor product 
of C771"^1 and Cn+1. We should say that the equivalence of the local and particle 
pictures is a conjecture because we have no argument for the completeness of the 
particle decomposition except in the crystal limit q — 0 (see (ii) below). 

Many of the results in this paper have been announced in [13]. In this paper we 
give proofs for them. (On the other hand, we will not discuss the mixing of ground 
states, one of the main results in [13]. We have nothing to add to the result and a 
complete proof is already given there.) To be precise, we prove the following: 

(i) A crystal isomorphism between the space of semi-infinite paths Paj and the 

crystal 5(Aim-n))0E(A^)). 
The crystal structure of Pa^ represents by definition the semi-infinite tensor prod- 

uct of the alternating finite crystals B^ and B^. Therefore, the crystal isomor- 
phism mentioned above gives supporting evidence for the conjecture that there is an 
isomorphism between (1.8) and (1.9). We give two proofs. The first one uses the 

RSOS paths which describe the highest weight vectors in i?(Aa ) (8) 5(A^n)). The 
second proof is more direct; however, the identification of the corner transfer matrix 
is made only in the first proof. 

(ii) Crystal decomposition of the full-infinite path spaces. 
We decompose each path uniquely to a union of ground state paths patched 

together at the 'walls' between the ground states. Under the crystal action these walls 
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behave like elements in the affinizations [14] of B^ or B^. This observation gives 
supporting evidence for our conjecture that the particle structure of the alternating 
vertex model consists of the spin-0 and spin-| particles, 

(hi) Commutativity of the vertex operator 

V}1) ® V(\W) ® y(Ai) H- y(A^0) (g. V«+k) ® ViAi) 

with the DVA (deformed Virasoro algebra) actions [15] on V(Xi ) 0 V(Xi) and 
^(^fc-a) ^ V(Ai_4). This fact is used to derive the properties of the vertex oper- 
ators of higher level from those of level 1. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the vertex models with alter- 
nating spins are formulated. The ground states and the eigenvalues of the corner 
transfer matrices are determined. In Section 3, the path space, i.e., the q —> 0 limit of 
the model, is studied. In Section 4, we prepare some properties of the level-1 vertex 
operators. In Section 5, the commutativity with the DVA is proved. The diagonal- 
isation of the transfer matrices is discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we give the 
crystal isomorphism between the local and particle pictures. Finally, we present a 
brief summary of our results in Sectiion 8. 
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2. The Vertex Model. In this section, we recall the definition of the alternating 
spin vertex model of reference [13]. We define the path space, the corner transfer 
matrices, and the corner transfer matrix Hamiltonian. 

2.1. The jR-matrices. The Boltzmann weights of our vertex model are given 
in terms of Ufafa) .ft-matrices (as usual U'^s^) refers to the subalgebra of Uqisfa) 
generated by e*, fi,ti (i = 0,1); our comultiplication is that of [8]). We use the spin- 
77 principal U'As^) evaluation module Vi     defined, in terms of weight vectors u^ 
(i — 0,1, • • • , n), in Section 3.1 of [8]. 

In this paper, we consider the spectral parameter £ (or z — C?) mainly as a generic 
complex number, and Uq(sl2) as a C-algebra. However, in Sections 4 and 5, when we 
develop the theory of vertex operators, we treat the spectral parameter as an auxiliary 
variable.   Namely, when we consider the evaluation module V>    , we always extend 

the field of coefficients to a ring by adding ( and C-1- Therefore, we consider V}n) as 

the rank n + 1 U'q(sl2) module over the extended ring. 

The necessary iZ-matrix is given by the U'^s^) intertwiner R^^ HC1/C2) : ^A ® 

y^) _> yg) 0 yW (note that R^tQ here is PR^iQ in the notation of [8]). 

We fix the normalisation by the requirement R^^ \Q = R(£>£ ^(O/K^^ )(C), where 
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RW(£){uP Sup) = (^ ®u{
0
e)), and 

M,n(n = ^..^(g3+w'C2;94)«x,(g2+'<-<,'C-a;g4) 

This choice of normalisation has two nice consequences. The first is that the 
partition function per site of our vertex model is equal to 1. The second is that the 
.R-matrix has the properties of crossing symmetry and unitarity: 

(2.i) a(<''Wj' = a(',0(-?-1C-1)?:foi, 
(2.2) ^R^'HOi i^'^iC1)^ = K,iJn,n- 

Here we use the components defined by 

i' J' 

We wish to give an expansion of R^^ ) (() in terms of certain projectors. In order 
to do this it is useful to introduce a homogeneous evaluation module (Vn)z with weight 

vectors v^     (i — 0,1, • • • ,n). The action of U^s^) on (Vn)z is given by 

(2.3) hv^ = [n- ,>}£,     e1v^ = [j^,     ^t;}^ = q^v^, 

(2.4) /o = ^""1ei,    eo = zfu    h^t'1. 

We shall refer to the associated Ui — (ei,/i,ti) module as Vn. The t/g(s/2)-modules 

(Vn)z and V^     are isomorphic. The isomorphism is given by 

(2.5) C„(C) : Fc
(n) ^ (K),, 

(2.6) U(.»)^C(.»)C;V(."), 

where c^n = [n]2g2(n-i) and we identify £2 = z (in this paper, we shall use the 

notation [a]q = (qa — q~a)/{q — (/-1), and [a}q\ and [^] for the standard ^-factorial 

and g-binomial coefficients). Consider the U'^sfa) intertwiner hR^ Hzi/Z2) '• (Vi)^ 0 
(Vi')^ —^ (^O^ ^ (^)^i defined uniquely by 

(2.7) vg)®vp^vp®v«). 

The i?-matrix fi^'£ )(Ci/C2) is given in terms of this intertwiner by 

(2.8) ^/)(Ci/C2) = (^(C2)-
1®CKCi)-1)^("')((Ci/C2)2)(CKCi)®^'(C2)). 

To proceed, we note that there is a Ui highest weight vector fip E Vg 0 V^/: 

^     Z'     1^^   (£+1 —i)z 

(2-9)       apSS7^[{[^-tv v*e*®v£)i' o^^min(£'£')' 
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that has the properties, 

(2.10) e^p = 0,     £ifip = qe+£'-2pnp, 

(2.ii) (i 0ei)np - np_i,   (ei 0ti)np = -/+£~2(p~1)£Vi. 

Let Pp '     be the unique Ui linear map Pp ' ; : Vi^Vt —> Vv ^Vi with the properties 

(2.12) pw : QP ^ n;, 

(2.13) P^ifip^O,    r^p, 

where n^ is the corresponding highest weight vector in Vv 0 Vi. Then one can follow 

the argument of [16] to expand R^,£,\() in terms of the projectors Pp '  \ We find 

(2.14) 
minl^'}   /p-l       _    /'+^_2<7- 

,^')(,1/,2)= E  nf= 
p=0 u=o zq ,£

,+£-2j   |      P 

where z = Z1/Z2. 
In the definition of our vertex model, we will use the ii!-matrix R^** ^(Q, with £ 

and g restricted to lie in the regions —l<g<0, 1<C< —Q~1- If we expand 

(2.15) 

we find 

R^'HO-R{o'n + (C-i)R{e-n+0((C-in 

(2.16)    limirVf' 
q—>0 

and 

(2.17)   limiJ^^'^uf' 

('')\ _ '«n 
uPouJ0 if i + j <£,£', 
u2i+i-l ® Ul-i 

u(ll)   ®UW ue'-j ® ui+2j-e> 

if 
if 

e<i+j<£', 

Z' < i + j < t, 
so M) [ uKZlt+i®u™t,+l   if   e,i'<i + j. 

v'h- ><>) 

{i + j)u{p®uf if i+j <l,e' 

if £<i+j <£'. 

l u£,_j (8ui+2j_£, 

<*,M) 
if £' < i + j < L 
if  0    P1   <?  o  J_   n 

These formulas come from equations (2.8), (2.14) and the explicit formula for the 
W) : (£,£') .w^jn projectors Pp    ) in the q -± 0 limit (Pp '  ; become diagonal in the basis v\ ) 0 v. 

in this limit). 
The matrix element R^^'HCi/CzYv3,' ^s ^e Boltzmann weight associated with the 

following configuration of spin variables i,i' G {0, • • • ,£} and j^f G {0, • • • ,£'}, and 
spectral parameters £i and C2 around a vertex. 

Figure 1 
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From (2.17), we see that if we choose ( and q close to 1 and 0_ respectively, 
and consider the case when £ < £', then the largest Boltzmann weights will be 
R{i,i')(Ci/C2)i£

,iij2i+j-£ with ^ < i + 3 < V- Similarly for t! < £, the largest Boltzmann 

weights will be R(£>l'\Ci/C2)ii2j-£'1t'-j with ^ < ^ + i < ^• 

2.2. Definition of the vertex model. In reference [13], we define the alternat- 
ing spin vertex model as the vertex model associated with the two-dimensional lattice 
consisting of alternating spin-§ and spin-y lines (in both the horizontal and vertical 
directions), where 0 < n < m. In fact, we choose two vertical and two horizontal 
spin-^ lines next to each other at the centre of our lattice (see Figure 2, in which 
the spin-f and spin-^- lines are shown as solid and dashed lines respectively). This 
simplifies our discussion of the corner transfer matrix. 

Figure 2 
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Vertical lines will carry a spectral parameter equal to £, and horizontal lines a spectral 
parameter equal to 1. We restrict our discussion to the anti-ferromagnetic region 
— 1 < g < 0, 1<C< — q~1. The different local Boltzmann weights associated 
with the intersection vertices of this lattice are given by the E-matrices i?(n'm)(^), 
i^m>n)(C), i^n'n)(C), and ^m'm)(C). 

A ground state of such a vertex model is a configuration of the spin variables 
for which all of the local vertex configurations are associated with one of the largest 
Boltzmann weights discussed above. There are (m — n + l)(n + 1) different anti- 
ferromagnetic ground states for our model, each labelled by a pair of integers (a, 6), 
where 0 < a < m — n and 0 < b < n. The spin configuration in the (a, b) ground 
state is given in Figure 2 in which we use the notation i = n — b, j =m — n — a + b, 



n — b if k is odd; 
a + b ifA; = 0    (mod 4); 
m — n - -a + b if k = 2    (mod 4). 
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j1 z=za + b, i = b, j = n + a — b,ji = m — a — b. Define Za^N to be the partition 
function (i.e., the weighted configuration sum) of such a lattice which consists of 
N vertices, and whose boundary spins are fixed to the values of the (a, b) ground 
state. With our normalisation of the ii!-matrices, the partition function per unit site, 

limjv-^oo Za &.JV5 is eQual to 1. We are interested in the infinite-volume lattice with 
partition function Zaj = limAr^oo Za^N- Zaj is divergent. However, this divergence 
cancels for correlation functions since they are given as ratios (see [13]). 

We can identify Zaj with the trace of corner transfer matrices 

(2.18) Za,6 = Truatb(ANE{QAsE(QAsw(C)ANw(Q). 

Let us explain the various elements in this formula. T-la,b is the space of eigenstates of 
the corner transfer matrix ANW (C) associated with the North-West quadrant of the 
lattice. In the limit q -> 0, we can identify Waj with the path space Paj&. The latter 
is defined to be the set of paths \p) = • • -^(3)^(2)^(1) with the following restrictions: 

(2.19) p(k) e {0,1,-•• ,n}    if A; is odd, 

(2.20) p(k) 6 {0,1, • • • , m}    if A; is even, 

(2.21) p(k) =p(k\a,b),   k > 0,   where 

(2.22) p(k',a,b) = 

A path \p) G Pa,6 corresponds to a particular choice of the spin variables on the half- 
infinite column of horizontal edges running North from the centre of our lattice. The 
boundary condition p(k) = p(k\a^b), k ^> 0 corresponds to the choice of the (a, b) 
ground state. If A^wiQ acts on some \p) G Pa,6, then it will produce an infinite 
linear combination of paths Ip7) G Pa,&- One term will be of order qQ (see (2.16)), and 
all the others of higher order in q. The infinite linear combination is not in Pa)&. For 
q ^ 0, ANW{Q should be renormalised as a map 1-La^ -> 7^,6, where the space 1-La^ 
will be identified in terms of the representation theory of Uq(sl2) in Section 6. 

The corner transfer matrices corresponding to the other quadrants can be identi- 
fied as the maps Asw{0 - 'Ha,b^'Hm-n-a,n-b, ASE(0 '• '^m-n-a,n-&-^m-n-a,n-&, 
and ANE(0 

: Hm-n-a,n-b —^ T^a,b' One can construct heuristic arguments along 
the lines of those in [17,18] (which rely upon the crossing and unitarity properties of 
our it!-matrix; given by (2.1) and (2.2) respectively), to yield the following relations 
among the different corner transfer matrices: 

Asw(C) = CANwi-q-'C1), ASE(0 = CANw(0C, ANE(0 = AivW(-^1r1)C. 
(2.23) 

Here, C is the 'conjugation operator': In the limit q -> 0, it is the operator Pa,& -> 
Pm-n-a,n-b defined by 

. .       / n — P(k)      if A: is odd; 
^ '      \ m — p{k)     if k is even. 

When q ^ 0, it will be the operator T-La^ -> 7/m_n_a,n-6 which exchanges the funda- 

mental weights AQ ^ Ai of Uq(sl2)- 
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The corner transfer matrix Ajyw (C) has a remarkably simple form in the infinite- 
volume limit. Baxter's argument (see [19]) applied here implies AjywiO = c(C) 
(^-HCTM m Here, c(C) is a divergent scalar. HCTM is the corner transfer matrix 
Hamiltonian, which is independent of ( and has a non-negative integer spectrum. 
Using (2.23), we then have that up to a divergent scalar the infinite-volume partition 
function Zaj is proportional to Tijiab((—q)2HcTM). 

2.3. The corner transfer matrix Hamiltonian HCTM* The corner transfer 
matrix Hamiltonian HCTM is defined by HCTM = — J7ANW(0\C=I 

: ^a,b —> 'Hab- 
its action on a path \p) E Pa,b can be calculated from (2.15): 

CO 

(2.24) HcTM = — 2_^ S 0^"l;2s+l,2s,2s-l + #2;2a+2,2s+l,2s + 2H3i2s+l,2s) ■ 
s=l 

Here, i?i;2s+i,2s,2s-i acts as the identity on \p) G Pa,b except at the positions 2s -f-1, 

2s, 2s — 1, where its action, written in terms of RQ ' ; and iQ' ; as defined in (2.15), 
is given by 

(2.25) H! = (Rr^«) i)(i ® ^n'n))(4n'm) ® i). 
Similarly, ^2525+2,25+1,25 acts as the identity except at the positions 2s 4- 2, 2s 4-1, 
2s, where it acts as 

(2.26) tf2 = (l0JR^)(i^ (771,n)\/ 75(771,771) i)(i®4n'm)). t0 jyiii ^±jy±^iL0 

Finally, Hs-2s+i,2s acts as the identity except at the positions 2s +1, 2s, where it acts 
as 

#2,^.2, = M771'71^^'^  - ij(m*n> J?<n'm> ;ift" (2.27) ^25+1,25   -  ^tQ XL! -  J.^ XL0 

The equality of the last two expressions follows from the unitarity property (2.2). 
In the limit q -> 0, Hi,H2,Hs : Pa^ ->• Paj act diagonally.   Let us use the 

notation 

lim Hi(u)"'J 0 u 
q-¥0 

lim#2K 
(m) 

1 W 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

Using (2.16) and (2.17), we find 

» (n) 

limi/sK 

'3 

(n) 
'i 
(n) 

Wl    ) - hl(hJ^)(Ui     ®u' 
Xm) » 

ulm)) = h2(ij,k)(u^ An) A™>)\ 

Am)\ _ ) = h3(i,j)(u(r)®u(
J
rn)). 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

hi{hj,k) = < 

h2(hj,k) = 

{k+j}n 
{k + i + 2j - m}n 

{A:4-n - z}n 

{/c + n - m + i}n 

{z + m - A:}m 

{i + A;H-2j -n}m 

{i + j 4-m-n}m 

if i + j < m,n; 
if m <i + j <n; 
if rz < z + j < 771] 
if n,m <i + j, 

if j + k < m, n; 
if m < j + k <n; 
if n < j + k < m; 
if n.m < j + k, 

(2.33) ftsCijj) = 

2+ j 
777, 

77, 

m + n — i — j 

if 
if 
if 
if 

2 + j < 777,, 77,; 

m < i + j < n; 
n < i + j < m; 
n, m < z 4- j. 
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Here we have used the notation 

<"« <*={;»_. I' liu. 
In the next section we shall make use of the 'crystal energy' of a path \p) G Pa,6, 
which we denote by h(p) and define as 

oo 

h(p) = - E 8{hi (P(2s + l)>P(2s),p(25 - 1)) - fti (P(2s 4- l),p(2s),p(25 - 1)) 
5 = 1 

+ h2 (p(2s + 2),p(2s + l),p(25)) - fta (p(25 4- 2),p(25 4- l),p(2s)) 

(2.35) + 2h3(p(2s + l),p(25)) - 2h3(p(2s + l),p(25))). 

Here, we have abbreviated p(fc; a, b) to p(fc). 

3. The Path Space P^. The path space Pa,6 was defined by (2.19)-(2.22) in 
the previous section. We shall now go on to consider this space in more detail. In 
particular, we wish to understand the action of Uq^sh) on Paj& in the limit q —>• 0. 
The theory which systematically describes the q —> 0 limit of Uq(sl2) was developed 
by Kashiwara and others, and is known as the theory of crystal bases [14,20,21]. The 

main content of this section is a proof of the crystal isomorphism Paj ~ B(Xa ) 0 

jB(Aj ). Here, A^- ^ = (k — j)Ao 4-jAi, j G {0,1, • • • , &}, is a level k dominant integral 

weight and P(A^ ^) is the crystal associated with the highest weight module V(A^ ^) 

(see [20]). We shall use a principal grading operator D, defined on B(Xa ~   )^B(Xj)
n^) 

by 

(3.1) D = -p+(p,X^^+\{
b
n}), 

where p = AQ + Ai and (•, •) is the symmetric bilinear form used in [3]. We denote 
by B^ the crystal of the A: 4- 1 dimensional Ufafa) module (14)z with z — 1. Set 

uXf =jK0 + {k-j)Kl. 
We give two proofs. The first makes use of a relation between our models and the 

fusion RSOS models. The second proceeds by examining the crystal isomorphism 

(3.2) P(Aim-n)) 0 B(A[n)) ~ B{aNX^l-n)) ® B(x[n)) 0 (B^ ® 3™)®", 

where N G Z>o. 

3.1. Identification of Pa)& with the tensor product of crystals with high- 
est weights. Let us give the rules for the crystal action of /;, e^ (i = 0,1) on a path 
\p) £ Pa,6 (for the definition of /i,e; and for a detailed discussion of the theory of 
crystal bases, see [14,20,22]): First, for each k > 0, replace each p(k) by the sequence 
of 1's and 0's 

(3.3) p{k) -> V-l 0 — 0 , 

#i       #o 
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where 

(3.4) (#l,#0) = 4 

f (n -p{k),p(k)) for i — 0, k odd, 

(m — p(k).p(k)) for i = 0, k even, 

(p(k),n — p(k)) for i = 1, A; odd, 

^(p(/c),7n — p(k)) for z = 1, fc even. 

Then, remove repeatedly all occurrences of adjacent 01 pairs until we have a sequence 
of the form 1 • • • 10 • • • 0. On the remaining sequence, use the rule 

(3.5) /i(l---10---0) = l---10---0, 
j k j+1      k-1 

(3.6) ei(l---10---0) = l---10---0. 
j k j-1       k+1 

Finally, put the 01 pairs back into their original positions and rebuild the modified 
path using the inverse of the replacement given in (3.3). 

If we remove 01 from the sequence {p(A:;a, b)}k>k0, then for i = 1, we get the 
sequences, 0 ■ • • 0 (if Jfeo = 1 (mod 4)), 0 • • • 0 (if fco = 2 (mod 4)),    0 • • • 0    (if feo = 3 

a-\-b n+a—b m—n—a+b 
(mod 4)), 0 • • -0 (if feo = 4 (mod 4)). In all cases, ei annihilates the sequence. For 

77i — a—b 

z = 0, the same is true with the replacement of a by m - n — a, and of b by n — b. 
For k > 1, we use the notation 

(3.7)        wt^)=(;n - ^ - AA
o\ J; iis odd; K

     J tzKy)      \ (m - 2p)(Ai - AQ)     if k is even. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A path \p) € Pa,6 is called admissible if the sequence of weights 
{^(k)}k>i defined by 

(3.8) A(fc + l)+wtfc(p(*)) = A(*), 

(3.9) A(l).= X^l + ^(^(PW) " wtfcGKkja,*))), 
ife>i 

n — p(k)       if s is odd; 
(3.10)    (huX(k + l))>P(k),    (h0,X(k + l))>Xm_p{k)      ./s.sewen 

If |p) is admissible, we have A(A:) G {A^. ,0 < j < m}. Note that the path 
\p) ^ Pa,b is admissible, and that the corresponding sequence of weights is given by 
the period 4 repetition 

Am-a-b Am-n-a+b ^n+a-b ^a+b' 

With these definitions in hand, we can proceed to state and prove the following 
theorem: 

THEOREM 3.2.    There is a crystal isomorphism Payb ~ £(Aim_n)) 0 B(A^), 
under which the principal grading is given by D\p) = h(p)\p). 
The proof is given after preparing the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.3. A path \p) G Pa,6 is highest, i.e., ei\p) = 0, for i = 0,1, if and only 
if it is admissible. 

Proof First note that the tensor product rule for crystals (see [20]) implies that 
if a path \p) £ Pa^ is highest, and if we split the tensor product expression for the 
path at any arbitrary point I to write 

(3.11) \p) = (• • • ®p(Z + 2) ® p(J + 1) 0p(/)) 0 (p(l - 1) ® p(Z - 2) <g> • • •p(l)), 

then (• • • 0 p(l + 2) 0 p(l + 1) 0 p(0) must also be highest. 
Now suppose / ^> 0 such that p(k) = p{k\a,b) for k > I. Then, the reduction 

of the sequence {p(k))k>i for i = 0,1 gives rise to     0---0   .   Since \p) is highest, 

</it,A(/;a,6)) 

the path (p(k))k>i-i must also be highest. For this to be true, it is necessary and 
sufficient that 

(3.12) (/il>A(Z;a>6)>>pa-l)    (^^a.ft)) > { ^"^     ^j j ^ 

Namely, we have (3.10) for k = 1 - 1. Setting A(Z - 1) = A(Z;a,6) + wt(p(Z - 1)) we 
can repeat this argument. Continuing in the same way to A(Z — 2),A(Z — 3), etc., we 
can prove the lemma. □ 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 . First let us consider the conditions (3.10) in more detail. If we 

write A(A;) = A\^) (where a(k) G {0,1, • • -m}), then the conditions for k odd become 

(3.13) a(k + 1) + (n - 2p(k)) = a(k), 

(3.14) a(Jb + l) >p(k), 

(3.15) m - a(k + 1) > n - p{k). 

Eliminating p{k)^ we find 

(3.16) a{k + 1) - a{k)e {-n, -n + 2, • • • , n}, 

(3.17) n <a(k + 1) + a(*;)< 2m - n. 

On the other hand, the admissibility conditions for k even become 

(3.18) a(k + l) + (m - 2p{k)) = a(k), 

(3.19) a(fc + l) >p(k), 

(3.20) m - a(k + 1) > m - p(k). 

Eliminating p(k) gives just 

(3.21) a(k + l) =m-a(k). 

From these considerations, it follows that an admissible sequence of weights can 
be written in the form 

(6.22) •••c7(Ar(5)j     <nAr(4)J     Ar(4)     Ar(3)     CT{\{3))     cr(Ar(2)j     Ar(2)     Ar(1), 

where the path |r) = • • • r(4) r(3) r(2) r(l) lies in the space Ra,b, defined as the set of 
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paths for which 

r(fc)€{0,---,m}, 

(3.23) r(k + 1) - r(k) e {-n, -n + 2, • • • , n}, 

n < r(k + 1) -h r(fc) < 2m - n, 

(3.24) r(fc) = f(ft; a, 6),   fc » 0,   where 

(3-25) f(k;a,b)={aa + l        k ^ 
b    k even. 

That is, we can identify an admissible path \p) G Pa,b with a path |r) G Ra,b by 
defining 

(3.26) r(jb) = {   <2k-il ..  :^isodd; v       / v /      [      m — a(2A; — 1)     if A: is even. 

The restrictions on |r) € i?a,& are those on the space of states of the Uq(sl2) fusion 
RSOS models. In [5], such a model is labelled by two integers (£, iV) and by the level 
k = £ + N. The connection with our notation is that (£, N, k) <->■ (m — n, n, m). 

Let us denote by ft[B(Xa        ) ® -B(Aj   )) the space of highest weight elements 

in the crystal B(Xa~n^) 0 J5(A^n^). Then, it is a well-known theorem that 

(3.27) Raib ~ n(£(Aim-^) 0 ^(A^)),     where 

(3.28) 2?|r> = ( ^ E k\r(k + 2) " r(fc)l) lr)- 

This theorem appears at least implicitly in many of the original works on RSOS models 
(see [23,24] for example). A statement and proof using the language of crystals is 
given in [25]. 

We now require two lemmas concerning the crystal energy h(p) of a path in Pa,b- 
LEMMA 3.4.   The crystal energy of an admissible path \p) G Pa,b is given by 

1    o0 

(3.29) h(p) = -'Efk\r{k + 2)-r{k)\. 
k=l 

Proof.   The crystal energy h(p) of a path is defined by (2.31)-(2.35).   If \p) is 
admissible we have 

(3.30) a(2k + 2) + n - 2p{2k 4-1) = a(2k + 1), 

(3.31) a(2k + 1) + m - 2p{2k) = a(2k). 

Adding these equations and using (3.17) and (3.21) gives n < p(2k -4-1) -hp(2k) < m. 
Hence hi, /12 and /13 are given by 

(3.32) h1(p(2k + l),p(2fc),p(2fc - 1)) = {p(2k - 1) + n - p(2k + l)}n, 

(3.33) /i2(p(2fc 4- 2)Jp(2fc + l),p(2fc)) - {^(2/c + 2) + p(2fe) + 2p(2A: + 1) - n}m, 

(3.34) /i3(p(2*; +1)^(2*;)) =n. 
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Using (3.13)-(3.21) it is simple to show that 

(3.35) p(2k - 1) + n - p(2k + 1) = n + a(2k + 3) - a(2k - 1), 

(3.36) p(2k + 2) + p(2k) + 2p(2fc + 1) - n = m. 

Writing a(2k — 1) in terms of r(k) using (3.26) then gives 

(3.37) hl(p(2k + l),p(2*),p(2fc - 1)) = n - ±\r(k + 2) - r(A;)|, 

which completes the proof. D 
LEMMA 3.5. The action of fi on a path increases h{p) by 1, and that of e* 

decreases it by 1. 
Proof, fi acts on a path \p) G Pa,6 by changing p{k) —> p(ft) + 1 at a single value 

of k. Suppose this happens for k = 21 + 1. Then the following inequalities must hold: 

(3.38) n-p(2I + l) >p(2Z), 

(3.39) m - p{2l + 2) < p(2Z + 1). 

Using these inequalities, (2.31)-(2.33), and the property 

(3.40) {a+l^-W^j^        ^<;; 

we arrive at 

hl{p{2l + 3),p(2Z Hh 2),p(2I + 1) + 1) - Ai(p(2i + 3),p(2/ + 2),p(2Z + 1)) = -1, 

h2(p(2l + 2),p(2Z + 1) + l,p(20) - /*2(p(2Z + 2)3p(2Z + l),p(2Z)) = -1, 

/H(p(2/ + 1) + l,p(20,p(2f - 1)) - Ai(p(2Z + l),p(2Z),p(2Z - 1)) - 0, 

/i3(p(2f 4-1) + l,p(20) - hz{p(2l + l),p(20) = 1. 

From this we see that h{p) -» /i(p) + 1 when we change p(2/ + !)->• p(2l + 1) + 1. The 
proofs for the case when k = 21, and for /o, eo, ei are similar. □ 

We have shown that the space of highest paths in Paj is isomorphic to the space 

Raj which is in turn isomorphic to Ct[B(Xa ) 0 B(X^)). Combining this result 
with (3.28), and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. □ 

3.2. The crystal structure of the path space. In this subsection, we will give 
another proof of the crystal isomorphism Paj = B(X) (S)B(/JL) between the path space 
Paj and the tensor product of the crystals B(X)®B(/J,), where A = aAi + (ra — n — OJAQ 

and fi = &Ai + (n—&)Ao. We first recall some of the fundamental results on the crystals 
for the quantum affine algebra Uq(sl2) (cf. [14]). 

Let £ > 0 be a positive integer and let B^ = {[j]^ \ 0 < j < £} be the perfect 
crystal of level £ for the quantum affine algebra Uq{sl2). The crystal structure of B^ 
is given in the following: 

[op^zr [i]M^zr          i: [i - i]{i)zhi Mw 
0 0 0 0 

We will write [j] in place of [j]^ whenever there is no danger of confusion. 
The following theorem gives one of the most fundamental isomorphisms in the 

theory of crystals for the quantum affine algebra Uq(sl2). 
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THEOREM 3.6 (cf. [14]). For any dominant integral weight A = sAi + (£ — s)Ao 
of level £ > 0, there exists a crystal isomorphism 

(3.41) tl> = ipx : B(X) -Z* B(aX) 0 Bw 

such that 

(3.42) ux^Uax^il-s], 

where u\ is the highest weight element of B(\). 
Let \px) = {px{k))^L1 be the sequence of elements in B^ whose terms are given 

by 

(3-43) ^) = {!VS]     i^iSOdd' I   [s\ it k is even. 

For each positive integer iV > 0, there exists a crystal isomorphism 

(3.44) il>W = 1,™ : B(X) ^ B(aNX) 0 (B^N 

such that 

(3.45) ux H> uaNx ®P\{N) 0 • • • ®PA(2) ®p\(l). 

A sequence |p) = (^(A;))^ with p(k) G B^ is called a X-path in B^ if p(k) = 
Px(k) for all sufficiently large k. Let P(X) be the set of all A-paths in B^£\ Each 
A-path \p) = (p(k))(^=1 is understood as the half-infinite tensor product \p) = • • • 0 
p(k + 1) <S>p(k) <S> • • - <S>p(2) 0p(l) and hence the set P(X) is given a crystal structure 
for the quantum affine algebra Uq(sl2) by the tensor product rule for the crystals. 

Moreover, one can prove: 
THEOREM 3.7 (cf. [14]). For each b G B(\), there exists a positive integer N > 0 

such that 

(3.46) tl>(N)(b)euaNx®(BW)®N. 

Hence we have the crystal isomorphism B(X) —> P(X). 
In [26], in his study of 6 vertex models of inhomogeneous type, Nakayashiki con- 

sidered the crystal isomorphism ^ in a more general setting. 
THEOREM 3.8 (cf. [26,27]). Let // = 6Ai + (n - 6)Ao be a dominant integral 

weight of level n > 0 and let B(k' be the perfect crystal of level k > 0 for the quantum 
affine algebra Uq(sl2).  Then there exists a crystal isomorphism 

(3.47) * : BW 0 B(fj) -^ B(aii) ® B{n+k) 

such that 

(3.48) [j]^ ^ ^ ^ u^ 0 [j + n - b]ln+kl 
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Suppose m > n and let A = aAi + (m — n — a)Ao be a dominant integral weight 
of level 771 — n. Define a crystal isomorphism 

* = $A,M = $ o (^A <g> ^) = (id (g)* 0 id) o (^A 0 id 0 id) o (id 0^) : 

5(A) 0 ^(/i) ^^ B(X) 0 S(a/i) 0 £(n) 

> B(c7A) 0 B(m-n) 0 B(afi) 0 B(n). 
V3-49) VOid® id 

id0^id> B((7A) 0 B(JJL) 0 5^^ 0 BW 

to be the composite of the crystal isomorphisms defined in Theorem 3.6 and Theo- 
rem 3.8. 

By repeating the crystal isomorphism $, we obtain the crystal isomorphism 

*<2) : B(\) 0 £(//) -^ B(X) 0 Bfa) 0 {BM 0 fiW)®2 

such that 

^A 0 Up !-> u\ 0 uM 0 [a + &](m) 0 [n - 6](n) 0 [m - n - a + 6](m) 0 [n - 6](n). 

In general, let |pA,/i) = (P\,ii(k))fcLi ^e ^^ sequence of elements in B^ and 5^n) 
whose terms are given by 

(3.50) pXtfl(k) = { 

[n — b] if k is odd, 

[a + b] iffc = 0    (mod 4), 

k [m - n - a + b]    if A; = 2    (mod 4). 

For each positive integer TV > 0, we have a crystal isomorphism 

(3.51) $W = ^^ : S(A) 0 B(/i) -^ ^(CJ^A) 0 B(^) 0 (B^) 0 fiW)®^ 

such that 

(3.52) ux^u^^ u^x 0 ^ ®PxA2N) ®P\A2N - 1) ^ • • • ®PxA2) ^PxA1)- 

A sequence \p) = (p(k))(^=1 of elements in B^ and B^ is called a (X,/i)-path 
if p(k) = pxAQ for aH sufficiently large fc. Let P(A,//) be the set of all (A,/i)-paths. 
The crystal structure of P(A, JJL) is the same as that of the path space Pa)&. 

Now, we would like to show that there exists a crystal isomorphism JB(A) 0 
B(p) ^-» P(A,/x). As in the case with the crystal isomorphism P(A) -^> P(A), 
it suffices to prove that for each v 0 w G B(X) 0 B(/JL), there exists a positive integer 
N > 0 such that 

(3.53) *<">(v 0 ti;) G i^A 0^0 (p(m) 0 B™)®". 

For this purpose, we need an explicit description of the crystal isomorphism R : 
p(m) 0 p(n) —> B^ 0 i?(m), called the combinatorial R-matrix, normalised by the 
condition P([0](m) 0 [0](n)) = [0](n) 0 [0](m). We rephrase (2.16) as follows. 

LEMMA 3.9. The normalised combinatorial R-matrix R : p(m) 0P(n) -^ B^ 0 
p(m) is given by 

[i]^0[i](m) if i+j <m,n, 

(3 54)  RmM 0 hi W) - J   [2i + j - ^^ ^ [m - ^ ifrn<i + 3<n, (3.54) K{[i\      0 [j\     )-\   [n_ j]{n) g, [• + 2j _ n]M t/ n < * + i < m, 

[n — m + z]^n^ 0 [j + m — n]^m^       if i + j >m,n. 
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The following lemma plays a crucial role in proving our isomorphism theorem. 

LEMMA 3.10. Let n = &Ai + (n — fo)Ao. Ifm > n, the following diagram of crystal 
isomorphisms is commutative. 

J3(m-n) ^ B^    Z ^ B{m-n) 0 ^^ ^ ^(n) 

* 

^(cr/i) 0 £(m) 

-0 (8) id 

B(fi)®BW (8)B(m) 
72 

#<g>id 

B(^) 0 B(m) (8) J3(n> 

Proo/. Since the crystal j5(m~n) O jB(/i) is connected (see [26,27]), it suffices to 
check the commutativity for a single element, say [j](m~n) 0 u^ e Z?(m~n) 0 B(fi) 
with 0 < j < m -n. Using (3.48), (3.42), and (3.54), we can show that [j](m"n) ® ^ 
is mapped to i^ (8) [&]^n^ 0 [j -f n - 6]^m^ in both ways. D 

By applying the above lemma repeatedly, we obtain: 

COROLLARY 3.11.   For each positive integer N > 0, the following diagram of 
crystal isomorphisms is commutative. 

^A ® VVi B((T\) ® (B(m-n))®(N+V 

®B(afjL)®BW 
B(\)®(B(m-n>>)®N ®B{n) 

$ o • • • o * 

®iV *!> o • • • o ^ B(A)(8)i3(flr^)(8)(jB(m)) 

^A ^ T/V^V 

B((JA) (8) B(m-n) (8 B((jN+1n)       Ro-'-oR      B(aX) (8 B(m-n) (8 B(aN+1n) 

®BW (8 (^M)0^ (g^fiM)®^ (8 B(n) 

Let i; 0 ti;. G B(X) 0 jB(/i). By Theorem 3.7, there exists a positive integer N > 0 

such that ^{
x
N){v) G uaNX 0 (B(™-n))®Jv and ^(v) G w^^ 0 (BW)®^. Hence we 

obtain the crystal isomorphism 

^wr B(aNX) 0 (fi^-n))®^ 0 ^(^^ 0 ^W^iv B(A) 0 S(/i) 

(3.55) J?^^ B(c7NA) ^ B(^ 0 (^M^iV ^ {B(n)^N 

Ro--oR 
> B^A) (8 B(fj) (8 (B(rn) (8 BW)®^ 

such that v <g)W is mapped to an element in U^NX <8 u^, 0 (B^m^ 0 B(n>))®N. 
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Therefore, in order to prove our claim (3.53), it suffices to prove that the following 
diagram of crystal isomorphisms is commutative. 

D/\\ o r>/..\ TP{
N)

®4
N)
     B 

±J y/\)  vi y ^>\V>) 

$w 

(8)(5(m) ( 
3 B(ji.)       ^_ Ro->oR 
^B(n)^N 

B{aN\)®(B(m-n))®N 

®B(<7
N

IJ,)®(BW)®
N 

\& o . . . o ^ 

B(aNX) 0 B(fjL) 

0(JB(m))®^0(S(n))®iV 

We will prove our assertion by induction on N. If N = 1, there is nothing to 
prove. Assume that our assertion is true for AT — 1. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
the following diagram of crystal isomorphisms is commutative. 

B(X) 0 B(fj) • 

$(w-i) 

B{<TN-1\)(g)B(ti) 

^r o • • • o ^ 

Ro--oR 

1paN-lX®1p» 

B(<TN-1\)®B(i2) 

IpaN-ix^lp^ 

B(aNX) (8) 5(m-n) (g) B(t7/x) Rc-oR      B(CT
N

X) 0 B(m-n) 0 B(<7/i) 0 B(n) 

(8)B(n) (g) (5(m) O BW)®^-!) (^(BC"*))®^-!) 0 (BM)®^-!) 

* 

B(aNX)^B(fjJ) 

0(B(m) 0 5^))^^ 

* 

iJo-.-oi? B(aNX)®B(ii) 0 B(m) 0 B(n) 
^(BM)®^-!) (g) (B(n))®(JV-l) 

Note that the commutativity of the first square follows from the induction hypothesis 
and the commutativity of the other squares is trivial. 

Next, observe that Corollary 3.11 yields the following commutative diagram of 
crystal isomorphisms. 
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B{aN-1X) 0 (BCm-n))®^-!)      ipgN-ix^ipyN-i^   ^ B(aNX) 0 (JB(^-«))®^ 

^ o . . . o \I> 

^r o • • • o $ 

IpaN-iX®^ 

B{aNX)0Bi<m-n^B(an)0B^ <      Ro-'-oR        B(aNX) 0 B^"71) 0 B(flr/x) 
(g)(J3(^))®(^-i) 0 (sW)®^-!) 0(JBM)®(iV-1) 0 (fiW)®^ 

Moreover, the commutativity of the following diagram is trivial. 

JB(aiVA)0B(m-n)0E((7/i)0J5(n)        Ro-'-oR B(aNX) 0 £(m-n) 0 5(a/i) 
^(^(m))®^-!) ^ (£(71))®^-!) 0(JB(^))®(iV-1) 0 (BW)®^ 

^ 

B(aNX) 0 B(^) 0 B^) 0 BW 
0(JB(m))®(Ar-1) 0 (jgW)®^-1) 

Ro-.-oR 

1 

B(aNX)®B{fi) 

(g)(JB(m))®Ar0(B(n))®iV 

By combining all the commutative diagrams obtained above, we obtain the desired 
commutative diagram. 

To summarise the above discussion, we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose m > n and let X = aAi + (m — n — a)Ao and fj, — 

6A1 + (n — 6)Ao be dominant integral weights of level m — n and n, respectively. Then 
there exists a crystal isomorphism 

(3.56) 

such that 

(3.57) U\®U M 

B(X)®B{LL) ^Pa,b 

[a + b] 0 [n - b] 0 [m - n - a + 6] 0 [n - 6]. 

4. Level-1 Intertwiners. In this section, we define some Uq(sl2) intertwiners 
and study them in the level-1 case. Commutation relations for these operators will be 
given and some of their matrix elements will be calculated. These will be used in the 
next section to reduce questions about general level intertwiners to those of level-1 
intertwiners. 

The reader should recall some notation from Section 2.1. Let a denote the map 
exchanging the two fundamental weights AQ ** Ai. The set of dominant integral 
weights of level k will be denoted by P£. For A G P^, V(X) will be the irreducible 
highest weight module of highest weight A. Also set A± = A ± (Ai - AQ) for A G P^. 

We only consider the cases when X± G P^. The following notation for various Uq(sl2) 
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intertwiners will be used. 

(4.1) $('.'+*) ; v}£) 0 V(X) -+ V(a(X)) 0 v}i+k), 

(4.2) $± : V(\) -> V(\±) 0 V^\ 

(4.3) **=»= : Vc
{1) 0 ^(A) -> y(A±). 

As we said in 2.1, we consider the evaluation modules in these formulas as modules 
of finite rank over the ring of coefficients containing £ and £~1. This implies, in 
particular, that the intertwiners commute with the multiplication of £ and £-1. We 
remark also that in each of (4.1)-(4.3) we need completion in the right hand side 
(see [21] for a detailed discussion). 

As to the existence of the intertwiners (4.1), we have the following proposition. 
The case £ = 0 is given in [21], and the case k = 1 in [7]. See also [26] and [27] for the 
crystal version. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let \,v e P£.  There exists a U'q(sl2) intertwiner from V^ ' <g> 

V(A) to V(i/) <S> V^ + ' if and only if v = cr(A).   When v = a(\), the intertwiner is 
unique up to scalar multiple. 

Proof. We first prove 

Home/; (Vf > ® V(A), V(u) ® Vc
ie+k)) 

S WZ - {t, e Vle+k) ® V^l(k+2)/2; e?hi)+1v = 0, wt(t;) = X-u}. 

This is very similar to the proof in [7] which is an extended version of the case £ = 0 
given in [21]. The steps are 

Home/- (V(
ie) ® V(A), V(u) ® ^('+fc)) 

S Hom^^CA),^*""1 ® V(i/) ® Vr
c
(/+fc)) 

S Hom^(6+)(Q(g)«A, V^*0"1 ® V(i/) ® V<.
(/+*)) 

S Hom[;-(6+)(y(I/)*
0 ® yc

W ® Q(q)ux, v£t+k)) 

- Hom[;-(6+)(y(J/)*
a ® Q(q)ux ® ^L/2,^

+fc)) 

S Homt/-(6+)(T/(I/)- ® Q(9)uA, ^'+*) ® ^1;%) 

- Eomu;i(b+)(y(Vr
a ® Q(«7)UA, Vr

<.
('+*) ® ^l(,+2)/2) 

^. 

^)   ^  n(n\o,.    ~   f\f^o,.    fi*  T/(^) Here we used the Uf
q(b+) isomorphism V^ ) (8) Q(g)wA — Q(^)^A ^ K _fc/2: 

tiSfl®UA'+<r,'(A(fti)-*/2)«A®uS/). 

To complete the proof, we show dim(W^) = S^^x)- Suppose v = jAi + (A: — i)Ao. We 

solve for the vector v G V^4"*5 (8) V^].{h+2)/2 which satisfies ej+1i; = 0, e%~j+1v = 0. 
It is uniquely given up to constant multiple by 

vP = E(-i) 
'-   -    - I + J 

2=0 

k + i — j 
i J 

■«£i>ui0. 
9 
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These vectors span a space isomorphic to V; //2. The weight of ?/• ^ is (k — 2j)(Ai — AQ) 

and this is equal to A — v if and only if A = cr(iy). □ 
Similar existence and uniqueness theorems for the other two intertwiners are also 

known. We define |A) to be the highest weight vector of V(X) and take (A| to be its 
dual. With these, we normalise the intertwiners as follows: 

(4.4) (A^^IAoH^u^ 

(4.5) <Ao|*<w+1>|A1>(,4fl)=i#+1\ 

(4.6) <A+|$+|A) = ^(A+HT+IAH^) = 1, 

(4.7) <A-|*-|A> = ^(A^'-IA)^) = 1. 

Normalisation for the arbitrary level operators $(^ ) will be given later (page 736, 
above Proposition 5.3). 

The matrix elements of these intertwiners are Laurent polynomials. Therefore, 
we can write the vertex operators in Laurent series expansions: 

(4.8) 

^f+k)iO = £r,*iS?'). $^>(C)KW®to = z*^®"®*?^' 
K j 

(4.9) *f(C) = ££""**,. *±(0(«)=E$i:(0«®«i1), 
K i=0,l 

(4.10) 

^^(o = ErKnt.        **±(c)(«i1) ® v) = ^^(o. 

From the normalisations, we see that for $f, the sum is taken over K satisfying e • 
(-l)i+1 = (-1)K and that for *Je, it is taken over K satisfying e • (-1)* = (-1)K. 

Let us state some properties of the level-1 intertwiners. Here, we suppress the ap- 
pearance of the ± superscripts on $:t(C) and ^r:t(^). Except where we state otherwise, 
these relations are valid for I > 0, with the identification $(0,1)(C) = ^(0- 

PROPOSITION 4.2. 

(4.ii)   rD^+1)(0«B = *8'+I)(c/fl, 
(4.12) 6i+j,e = gi'Mz^+^H-q-w^Hc), 

(4.13) $^+1»(C)$(0 = ij<1''+1)(e/o*(0*(/''+1)(C), 
(4.14) $(w+1)(0**(0 = **(0*(/''+1)(C)^(/,1)(C/0    for i>0, 
(4.15) *(C)**(0 = **(0*(CMC/0. 

f4im        $^+1)(Ci)$(f'/+1)(C2)^'^(C2/Ci) 
1       ^ = JR^+1^+1)(C2/Ci)$(''/+1)(C2)$(^+1)(Ci)    /or £,£' > 0, 

where 

u 17^       „^0 = (^+2'g4)°°     wn = r-i (gC2;g4)co(g3C-2;g4)oo 
^   j       ff (^'+2;g4)oo'     lu    ^    (?C-2;?4)co(93C2;94)oo" 
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Proof. All but (4.16) appear in [8]. The last one may be proved by applying (4.13) 
and (4.14) on the fusion construction of $(£'£+1)(() appearing in [7,8]. D 

We wish to calculate various level-1, highest weight to highest weight, matrix 
elements. 

LEMMA 4.3. 

(Ao|*^+1>(Ci)$(£'/+1)(C2)|Ao)(4£) ® uf) 

(418)     ^
+i+^km^ 

x {q-W+>>-i)[t - k + llfli + 1]| ^+1) ® uf^ 

_qW-k+j)+l[tl_j + 1]l[k+ llf^/d)^ ®u(/+1)}, 

(419) '*™MUk*^- 

+q-w-*+i)[e - j + i]l[k+1]|4^ ® uf+1)}, 

Proof. Let us just show the first one. The second one follows from the first by 
applying the symmetry a. We set F = (Ao|^(£^+1)(Ci)^(£',£'+1)(C2)lAo) to simplify 

notations. This is a map from VJP (8) V^ to V^ <8) V^+1). By using (Aolei = 0, 

f2jA0) = 0, and the fact that $^'£+1)((1)$(£,'£'+1)(C2) is an intertwiner, we can show 
that 

(4.20) F(eiu) - ciF(it) = 0, 

(4.21) /gF(ti) - t2]qfoF(fon) + F(f0
2u) = 0 

for any u E V^ 0 V") '. From weight considerations, we know F(UQ 0 UQ ') is a 

linear combination of u(
0
£+1) ® u(/+1) and n^ ® u^+1). The use of (4.20) with 

it — UQ   (8> UQ ' allows us to write 

-^+1^ + ilI(C2/Ci)^+1)®^+1)}- 

Starting from this, and by using (4.20) and (4.21), we may inductively determine F 
up to the constant multiple ft^^Ki)- To obtain the constant, we use (4.16), which 
shows 

hAblb) _ (qw,+6(C2/Ci)2 •, q4)oo (qw'+4(Ci/C2)
2; Q

A
U 

hAtilb)    (Q
W

'
+4

(C2/CI)
2
 ; q4)- (q£+£'+6(Ci/C2)

2; Q'W 

together with the normalisation (4.4) and (4.5). D 
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LEMMA 4.4. 

(Ao|#<w+1>(C)*+(0|Ao)(«f) 

(4.22) =hie+5)WO{¥^y{ <r%-; + i]f u^e^ 

-^-^y + ijjK/Ot.JS1)®^}, 
(A1|$^+1)(C)$7(0|Ai}(^)) 

(4.23) = hV+6Hs/Q (jl^) i { - qii+1[t ' 3 + l]k/0 «?+1) ® "^ 

(Aol^-^^^^^OIAo)^) 

(4.24) = ^+»)(C/0(I^-)*{   r*^ + 1]| nW «,uJS1) 

- g^+1[^ - i + i]J(C/0 "i^ ® «?+1)}' 

(Ail^+^^^^^OlAi)^) 

(4.25) = ^^K/OC^)*! - «*('-')+1[» + i]J(C/0 i4m) ® ^i 

Proof. Just set £ or £' to zero in the preceding Lemma. D 
Arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3 show: 
LEMMA 4.5. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

<Ao|*<^+1>(C)*'+(£)|Ao)(uf ®u^) 

= ^»)(e/o(I^Ji)*«-^«ri). 

= fc('+a)K/0(lgifc)i«*{^«/0«8f
1
1 

(Ao|$^+1)(C)**+(0|Ao>(«f ® «i1)) 

(f+1) 

(A1|$(«+1)(C)**-^)|A1)(uf ® ^) 

(Ao|**-(0$(^+1)(C)|Ao)(^1) S uf) 
( ^ =^+2)(c/o(%fr)4g*'(c/o«r). 

( 3) =^+a>(C/0(KSfc)iri^>«5S1), 
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{   } =^+«(c/o(I^^)i?-*^+1\ 

5. Commutativity with the DVA Action. In this section, we show that 
S^'+i)(£)$(/,/')(£) commutes with the DVA action on V(X)^V(Ai). This will allow 
us to reduce questions about general level intertwiners to those of level-1 intertwiners. 
Results on general level intertwiners will be used in Section 6.3 to diagonalise the 
transfer matrix. 

Let A G Pfr   and define ip^1^ (£) to be the composition of operators given by: 

(5.1)   V{\) ® ViKt) ^^ V{\±) ® Vf > ® ^(Ai) 'ldm"{i)
) V{\±) ® ^(A!^). 

This is equivalent to defining 

(5.2) ^v.±)(£) = ^^•±)rK = £ ^(0 ® ^(O- 
Av j=0,l 

Each component 

(5.3) ^A^'±) : V{\) ® V(A,) -> 7(A±) 0 y (Ai-i) 

is a U'q(sl2) homomorphism. In [15], Jimbo and Shiraishi considered the irreducible 
decomposition 

(5.4) V{\) ® V(A,) - 0 V{y) ® nx>Ai, 

and constructed an action of the deformed Virasoro algebra on Q^Ai by using the 
operator T/^'

2
'^^). 

Now, define 0^'A'Z) (£) to be the composition of operators given by: 

Vf> ® V(A) ® ^A,)  $(<,t+t)(C)0id) V(a(A)) ® Vf+*> ® ^(A,) 
id^(t+"+t+1)(C)) 7(a(A)) ® nAi-0 ® ^+fc+1). 

We shall show 

(5.5) ^■A±'1-i>(C) o (id0^A'^(O) = (id0^A)'1-i'=F)(e)) 0 0^^(0. 

This will imply the commutativity of 0(^A'1) with the DVA action mentioned above. 
Let us state a small lemma before considering the level-1 case. 
LEMMA 5.1. Fix any U'q(sl2) modules V and W. Let 0 : ^(A)®^ -> W®V(ii) be 

a U'q{sl2) intertwiner. Then any matrix element of Q (as an operator in End(V,W)) 
may be written in the form 

(5.6) J2 (   • • •   ) 0 MelA> 0 (   • • •   ) ' 
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where the parentheses signify appropriate Ufafa) actions on V and W, respectively. 
Proof. The proof follows from the simple fact that 0 is an intertwiner. D 
Now we show (5.5) in the level-1 case. 
PROPOSITION 5.2.  The equality, 

(5.7)  ^'Al-^1-i)(C) o (id(8)^(Ai,i,±)(0) = (id®^1--1-^^)) o(^'A^)(C) 

holds for their matrix elements as Laurent series of C and f.  They contain no poles. 
Proof. With the help of equation (4.13) and (4.14) we can show: 

^(m,m)(c)^,m)(c)) 0 ($*(£)$(£)) 

= $(/+1»/+2)(C)**(0*(/,/+1)(C)*(0 

= *(/+1^+2)(C)**(Oii(1,£+1)(C/C)*(0*(/,m)(0 

= ^*(0$(^+1^+2)(C)^(0$(^+1)(C) 

= ($*(0*K)) o (*(^1^+2)(o*^+1)(C)). 

So the two sides agree as meromorphic functions.   Let us look at the structure of 
poles. We have 

(A,-! ® <Ai|(*('+1>/+2)(C)*(''/+1)(C)) o (**(0*(0)|Ai> ® lA*) 

= (Ai|$('+1>'+2)(C)**(0|Ai> o (A^^+^CWOlAi). 

Using the equations (4.22), (4.23) and also equations (4.26) to (4.29) with £ replaced 
by I-hi, we see that a pole can occur in the above only if 1 — g£+2(^/C)2 =0. If C and 
£ satisfy this relation, there exists a submodule isomorphic to some V^ ^ lying inside 

V} + ' (8) K    .   When £ = C<Z"^+2\ a submodule isomorphic to V^ {  lying inside 

Vi     ^ 0 Vv1 ^ is spanned by 

(5.8)     {[e+1 - *]j u^+i) ® u[i) -[k+i}i ttf+p 0 u™ y . 

Again, from the same set of equations, we see that the image of (Aj|$(^+1) (£)$(£) |Aj) 
lies inside this submodule. We also see that (A;|$^+1^+2)(C)\I/*(£)|A;) sends this 
submodule to zero. Therefore, the above matrix element contains no pole. 

In view of Lemma 5.1, the general matrix element can be written in the form 

where the parentheses are to be filled with U'q(sl2) actions. As the action of ^(5/2) 
cannot produce additional poles, the only possible poles will occur at 1 — ^+2(£/C)2 = 
0. Again, the image of the first map will lie inside some submodule Vjl . The 
l^(sZ2)-action will still preserve this submodule. Then the second map will send this 
submodule to zero. This shows that the general matrix element also contains no pole. 
D 

We now show that the commutativity with the DVA action allows us to construct 
$(£,i+k) fjom lower level operators. Assume from now on that equation (5.5) is true 
as Laurent series for A G P^Li- Now, $^+fc-1>£+k)(£)$(^+/c--1)(() ^s a map from 

(5.10) vc
{£) 0 V(A) 0 V(A,) = 0 T/C

(£)
 0 V» 0 nV^, 
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where the sum runs over all level-A; weights, to the space 

(5.11) V(a(X)) 0 ^(Ai-i) 0 Vc
(m) = 0 V(a(is)) ® v}i+k) ® ilY* • 

v 

Here, we have used the Z2-symmetry to write ^^^ 1~t = fiA^At'. Recalling Proposi- 
tion 4.1, we may write 

(5.12) $(^-i^*)(£)$(V+*-i)(£) _ 0$^+fe)(C) (8)S^Ai. 

The subscript z/ in $L ' + (C) has been added to show which space it acts on. Now, 
each fiA^A* is irreducible. Hence the commutativity with the DVA action shows that 
each Ex^Ai is a constant map. We normalise the higher level intertwiner $£,' '(£) so 
that this constant is equal to 1 for the highest component, i.e., for u = A + A*. This 
normalisation is independent of the way we break up the level-A; weight into level-1 
weights, as can be seen by the use of 

(5.13) (AxlSf^OiAoXt^) = (^ jf^j) M^, 

(5.14) (Aol^+^OIAiXt^) = (r'^j^) ^+1)- 

The next proposition is more of a definition. 
PROPOSITION 5.3.    The map $(^-M+fc)(£)$(Wfc-i)(£) restricted to V^ 0 

V(X + Ai) 0 n^. is equal to ^A^(0 ® id. 
Later on, we will say something about the coefficients of other components. But 

for now, let us continue with proving the commutativity with the DVA action. Since 
we now know how to construct $(^^+A)(^) from lower level operators, we can find its 
commutation relations. Except where we state otherwise, the relations we give in the 
following proposition are valid for £ > 0. 

PROPOSITION 5.4. 

(s.is)     cD*ltfHc)tD = *ltf)m, 

(5-16) w = ^E^*?/W'osg'to. 
(5.17) z^'Xc)**® = R^'Ht/O^iO^'HO, 
(5.18) ^^(C)**^) = ^(O^'HOR^Ht/O    for £>0, 
(5.19) ^(O**^) = ^(fls^KMC/O. 

Proof. Let us prove equation (5.17) as an example. We will consider just one set 
of the signs involved. First consider the map 

(5.20) id®$+(<£) : V(\) 0 V(Ao) -+ V(\) 0 y(Ai) 0 V^K 

As before, we may write this map as 

(5.21) id®$+(O-(0$+(e)®H+) + (0$;(O®H;), 
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where the maps on the right hand side are from V(i/) <g>nA^Ao to V(u±) 0 V^1' 0 H^1. 
As in the proof of Proposition 5.3 we take highest weight matrix element and apply 
both sides on UQ * to conclude Sj+A   is nonzero. By Z2-symmetry, the map 

(5.22) id®*-(0 : V{<J{\)) 0 y(Ai) -+ V{a{X)) 0 V(A0) 0 V^ 

breaks up as 

(5.23) id®*"® = (©$;(v)(0 ®H+) + (® ^H(0 ® s-). 
V V 

With this much in hand, we proceed by induction. By equation (4.13) we have, 

$^+fc-1^+fc)(0*(^+fc"1)(C)(id<8)*+(0) 
= ^^^(cHid^^)) ^^^-^(c) 
- Bpt+v{£IQ (id ®$-(0) s^*-1^*) (c) $(^^fc-1) (C). 

If we substitute equations (5.12), (5.21), and (5.23) into both sides and pick up the 

term initiating at V(A + AQ) 0 ^A+AO 
an^ terminating at V(<T(A + Ai)) 0 ^A+AI ' an<^ 

apply Proposition 5.3 to the outcome, we get: 

(5.24) (*
(
''
/+

*
)
(C)*J+A0(0)®S++AO 

We already know Hj+A   is nonzero, so dividing them out, we have the result. D 
In much the same way, we can also calculate the higher level matrix elements. 

Here we only write down what is needed in proving the commutativity with the DVA 
action. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let A be of level k-l. Then 

((7(A) + Ao|$^+fcHC)$+(0|A + Ao> 
- (Aol^+^'^HO^+IAo) o MAJI^+^HOIA), 

((r(A)+Ai|*(^+*)(C)*-(0|A + Ai> 
- (Ail*^*-1^*)^)*-^!) o (a^l^+^HOIA). 

We are now ready for the induction step in proving commutativity with the DVA 
action. 

THEOREM 5.6.  The equality, 

(5.25) ^'^'^(C) o (id®^'^)) = (id®^(<7(A)'1-i':F)(£)) 0 0^^(0, 

holds for their matrix elements as Laurent series of Q and £.  They contain no poles. 
Proof. We are assuming that the statement is true for levels less than k. Hence 

Proposition 5.3, Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 hold true for level k. Applying (5.17) 
and then (4.14), we show the equality of both sides as meromorphic functions. 

LHS = $(/+*./+*+1)(^)**(f)$(^+fc)(f)$(g) 

= \£*(£)$(m'm+1) (£)$(£)*(£,£+fc) (C) 
= RHS. 
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For the rest of the proof, we will explain the case when the left hand side contains 
the + sign. The other case can be taken care of similarly. For this case, we may write 
A = A' + AQ with A' of level k — 1. We use Lemma 5.5 to show: 

(<7(A+)| 0 (AiK*^*^^1)^)*^^^) 0 (**(0*(0)|A> ® |A;) 

-      (A^^+^+*+1)(C)tf*(0|A*) o (a(A') + Ao|^'m)(C)$(£)|A, + AQ) 

= (A^^'^+^^OIA;) 

o (Ao|*(m^+fc+1)(C)*+(0|Ao) 0 (a(A,)|$(^+fc)(C)|A,). 

Now, we may argue as in the proof of Proposition 5.2 to show that the above identity 
contains no pole. □ 

We remark on the coefficients of the components of $^+A;-1^+*;)(£)ci>(^+A0(£) 
before closing this section. 

PROPOSITION 5.7. 

(5.26) $('+*-M+*) (C)$(*,*+*-i) (C) = 0 C|, . $(,'.<+*) (C) ® id, 
V 

with each (c^)2 = 1. 
Proof. We have only to show {cv)

2 = 1. Using equation (5.16), we have 

(5.27)      9(t't+k) ©, {Es+i=^(c,)2 • ^;tk\-rl0^;%k\0 ® id} 
= ©^ {(c^)2 ' id^(^) ® id } (Ji+i^. 

If we calculate the same thing with the left hand side expression of equation (5.26), 
we get 

(5.28) 0{idv>)®id}(5i+,-/. 
V 

This shows that each (c^)2 = 1. D 

6. Diagonalisation of the Transfer Matrix. In this section, we identify the 
space of states, and the half and full transfer matrices of the alternating spin vertex 
model in terms of the representation theory of Uq(sl2). We diagonalise the full transfer 
matrix in terms of the spin-0 and spin-| states mentioned in the introduction, and 
compute two-particle S-matrix elements. 

6.1. The Space of States. In Section 3, we have shown that there is a crystal 
isomorphism Pa^ ~ B(Xa ) ® 5(A^).. This leads us to conjecture that we can 
extend this isomorphism away from q = 0, and identify the space of eigenstates of 

the corner transfer matrix ANW(0 w^h H = 0a bT~La,b, where Ha,b = V(Xa~) 0 

V(A^), and 0 < a < m—n, 0 < b < n. The operator ANW(Q will act as 7ia^ -> l-ia,b- 
Then JT = % <S> H* will be the space on which our full transfer matrix acts. Here, 
7{* is the dual space, defined using the Ufafa) anti-automorphism b given in [28]. 
The motivation for this definition, and the reason for the use of this particular anti- 
automorphism are discussed in the similar context of the pure spin-^ vertex model 
in [3]. 

We can identify an element (/| 6 J7* with an element \f) 6 T via the pairing 
(f\g) = Tr^(f o g). Here, we have used the canonical isomorphism J7 ~ End('H) to 
identify f,g G J7 as elements of End(?^) in the trace formula. 
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6.2. Half and full transfer matrices. A half transfer matrix represents the 
insertion of a half-infinite column of lattice vertices. There are two types of half 
transfer matrices for the alternating spin model - those associated with the insertions 
of columns with spin-^ and spin-y vertical lines. These are shown in Figures 3 (a) 
and (b) respectively. 

Figure 3 (a) 

«<_  

«<  

<_  

-<  

v 

(b) 

3 

v 

j 

As lattice insertions these will be the maps 'Ha,b-^'Ha,n-b and 'Ha,b-^7~Lrn-n-a,n-b 
respectively (one can see this by an inspection of the ground state configuration shown 
in Figure 2). 

As discussed in the introduction, we identify these lattice insertions with compo- 
nents <t)f(Q and (frfiO of the following intertwiners. 

^(0:n*im-n))®V(A£n)) 
ct>B(0-v(\im-n))®v(\in)) 

id®<i>(0-'')(Ot 

<i>(0'm-'*)(0®id 

id®* (m- '(0. 

nAim-n))®mAin)))®vr
<.
(n), 

v((T(Aim-n)))®yc
(,n-n)®v(Ain)) 

> (ra—n) (n)y 
>    V(a(Ar-^))®^(^(Ar;))®^ 

(m) 

Here, $(k>l)(Q is the perfect intertwiner defined in Section 4. If v Qv' G V(Xa    n') ( 

y(A^n^), then the components (t>f(C) and 0f (C) are defined by 

(j)A(v ^v') 

(6.1) 
(v 0 v')     =     V 0 $) '"'f' 

3=0 
(0,n) 
3 

i=o 

j'=0 

(0,m-n)y       ^(m-n.m)^ 
r,.? 

Here, for clarity, we have suppressed the £ dependence of all our intertwiners. 
Now consider the corresponding full transfer matrices, i.e., those associated with 

the insertion of full, double-infinite, columns of lattice vertices. Again there will be 
two such transfer matrices, TA(Q and TB(Q, associated with spin-^ and spin-y 
auxiliary spaces respectively. We identify these in terms of intertwiners that act on 
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the tensor product space Ka,b 0 %*/ bi as follows 

(6.2)  na,b «> «;..*' ili£1^ «.,»-»® n(n) ® K..6. id^(c)'' w..»-6 ® «:.,„_.. 

^      fim-n~a,n-b W rim_n_a, n__b,. 

Here t denotes the transpose. Specifically, we define 

TA(C)   =   £7/(0,   r/(C)   =  gMtfiOtotf-jiO', 
(6.4) m 

where the constants g(0'n) and i^^0'771) are given by (4.17). 

6.3. Diagonalisation of the full transfer matrices. A vacuum is, by defini- 
tion, a largest eigenvalue eigenvector of the composition T(C) = TB(() o TA(Q. In 
our alternating spin model, there are (m — n + l)(n -f 1) degenerate vacua |vac)a)6 G 
^0,6 <8) W* f The expressions for these vacua appear simple if we express them as 
elements of End(/H). We conjecture that the vacua |vac)aj&, and a,&(vac| are given by 

(6.5) a,6(vac| = |vac)a,fc = (x^X^rh-l)0^ 
(£) Here, Xr   is the character 

(6-6) X^ =1^,^(0, 

whose appearance gives the normalisation a,&(vac|vac)a,b = 1, and 7raj 6 End(?^) is 
the projector to %a,&- 

Let us consider the action of T(C) on |vac)a>&- First, note that the action of a 
map Oi (8) 02 : H ® H* -> H 0 K* on an element / 6 End(H) is given by Oi o / o 0|. 
Then, using (6.4), (6.1) and properties (5.15), and (5.16) we have 

(6.7) rA(C)|vac)a,6 - |vac)a,n_6, 

(6.8) TB(C)|vac)a,6 = |vac)m_n_a,n_&, 

and hence T(C)|vac)a>& — |vac)m_n_a55. To be precise about our use of the terminology 
'eigenvector' or 'eigenvalue', the vacuum vector |vac)a)6 is not an eigenvector of T(C) 
but of T(C)2 or T(1)~1T(C)- However, in the following we abuse this terminology, 
and call |vac)a)& a vacuum eigenvector. 

Let us show how to derive (6.7). From (6.4), and (6.1) we have, 

rA(C)|vac)a,6 

(6.9)      -      s<0'"> J2(ia®$f'n)m(-q)D ® {-q)D)**AM®*{n-j(Q)> 
3=0 

(6.10) = g^ JTii-q)0 ® *?>n)(0(-q)D*t1(0)«a,n-b, 
j=0 

(6.11) = gM f2((-q)D ® {-qnidVSf'H-q-'QStyiO^n-b, 
3=0 

(6.12) = ((-q)D ® (-g)£,)7ra;n_6 = |vac)ain_6. 
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In executing steps (6.11) and (6.12), we have used properties (5.15) and (5.16) respec- 
tively. Equation (6.8) can be shown similarly. 

We will construct excited states by making use of the following operators 

#)s(o = X>&V" = **'(o ® id, 
(6.13) K 

K £ = 0,1 

where ^J5 and $| are defined by (4.9) and (4.10).  Again s,s = ± (or equivalently 
±i). 

These components act as follows. 

4,i)5 : V(Xim-^) ® ^(A^) -► y(A^7n)) O ^(Ain)), 
^o).,.' : ^(A^-")) 0 V(AW) ^ V(\<£:n)) ® ^(A^). 

Using the commutation relations (5.15)-(5.19), and (2.2), we arrive at 

TA(04i)sm™c)a>b = #,S(0|vac)a,n_6, 

TB(0^i)'(0|vac>a,6 = r(C/OV'i4)"*(0|vac>fIl_„-„,„_6) 

TA(0V'(0)s'5(C)|vac)a,() = T(C/0^{0)8,-i(0|vac>a,„-») 

TB(C)V(0)s's"(0|vac)a,6 = V(0)-s'-s"(0|vac)m-n-a,n_6, 

and hence that 

r(C)V'(0)5'S(0|vac)a,6 = r(C/0^(0)-s,s"(0|vac)m_n_a,6. 

The vectors ipe (^)|vac)a56 and T/;(
0

) 
s's(£)|vac)a5& are the spin-| and spin-0 eigen- 

states mentioned in the introduction.   Note that both states are degenerate with 

respect to T((), but that ipe (Olvac)a,& has an eigenvalue of 1 for TA(£>), and 

We (0lvac)a,6 an eigenvalue of 1 for TB(£). This is consistent with the Bethe 
Ansatz calculations for the alternating spin-^/spin-1 model presented in [12]. 

Further eigenstates may be constructed by acting with any composition 
of ip(^Si(fii) and T/^^'M^) on |vac)aj&. The eigenvalues of T(C) are the product of 
all the T(C/£J) and r(C/^) factors. 

6.4. The S-matrix. The S-matrix for our model is specified by the exchange 
relations of ip^Si(€i) and z/^'^'M^D with themselves and with each other. These 
intertwiners are defined in terms of the intertwiners $S(C) and \I/*'S(C) of irreducible 
modules in (6.13).   If we act with both sides on the level £ highest-weight module 
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V(Xr ;), then the commutation relations of the 3>S(C) and ^*,s(() are 

(6.14) 
E*s(6)*fi«iw( :+sl ::;;+S2 

(6.i5)    =^ ^ ^te)*;/1^)^1'1)^^;^^ 
sl)s2'e'l'£:2 

// 

(6.16) = E *;a'a(6)*2Hfi)W7 

r r + 52 
r + s'i    r + si + S2 

r + 52 
r + si    r + 5i + 52 

Here, the sum over si and S2 is restricted to the values for which si + S2 = si + S2. 

W/, W/7 and W/ are given in terms of the RSOS Boltzmann weight W£ (given for 
example in equation (B.2) in [5]) as follows: 

W 
r    s 
u    t z = x(p>r2) mi / tf (e)    AW 
 W, 

^11 Aj 
e2u ^t,s + l— ^r,u-l 

W/' 
r    s a = *(r2) ^1 / A w. sit)    x(0 e2 U' <5t,3-{ 

w; r    s 
w   t 0 = x^r^^ 1 AW AW 

p-1^2       (_^-(l+r)j*«,. + l-*r,«-lg«r.ii 

where f = fc/6, X(z) = (2;p2'gz7py;4
;g'g4)°° and p = ^+2 (note that the p of [4] is 

equal to our p2). Relations (6.14) and (6.15) come from [4], where they were obtained 
(for a homogeneous evaluation representation) by solving the g-KZ equation. We 
obtained (6.16) by making use of the technique mentioned in Proposition A.4 (ii) 
of [4] (and due originally to Okado). 

Using these commutation relations, the definitions (6.13), and the unitarity prop- 

erty (2.2), it is then simple to show that on V(\a ~n>) 0 T^A^ ) (and hence on 
|vac)a5&) we have 

(6.17) 

v4l)si(6)V4r2(6) 
=  E   ^f'H^f'H^R^ioiiiw^i a

a+sl 
a
aXs

s\s f . 

^(0)«i,*i^1)^(0)«a,«a^2)_       £       ^(<»)«i.^(f2)^(o)«i.»i(f1) 

(6.18) 1 >   2'   1 >   2 

xW1 
^ yv m—n 

a a + S2 
a + si    a 4- si + S2 S)Wl II b 6+52 

b + si     b + Si + 52 o. 
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(6-19)    =^wiM^M^i:+sl ::;:+S2 \t). 
Again, the sums are restricted so that s^ + S2 = si + s2i an(i S'I + ^2 = ^1 "+" ^2- 

When n = 1, m = 2, our model consists of alternating spin-^ and spin-1 lines. In 
this case we have 

ii>8\zi)4i\$2) = - E v4%)^?)(6).R(1'1)(^i;l 
£i'£2 

V'(0)(6)V'(0)(6) = -V'(0)(6)V'(0)(a), 

V'^^OV'iPfe) = r(£)V4%)^(0)(£i)- 
Here, the intertwiners act on the tensor product of level-1 irreducible highest weight 
modules. So, the s and s superscripts depend solely on the choice i and j, and we 
suppress them. These relations are consistent with Bethe Ansatz calculations of the 
S-matrix for this example [12]. 

7. The Domain Wall Description of the Path Space and the Particle 
Picture. 

7.1. Domain walls. Let us now use \p) to denote a double infinite path \p) = 
- • • p(2) p(l)p{0)p(-l) p(-2) • • •, for which 

(7.1) p(k) e {0,1,-•■ ,n}     if k is odd, 

(7.2) p(k) G {0,1, • • • , m}    if A; is even. 

Define 

(7.3) V = ©a,6;a',b'Pafra',b', 

where Pa,b;a>,b' is the set 

(7.4) Pa,6;a',6' = {|p>; p{k) = p(k]a,6),k > 0; p{k) = p{k]a',b'),k < 0}. 

The ground state path p(fc; a, b) was defined by (2.22) (note, however, that k may now 
be negative). 

In this section, we construct a domain wall description of the space V and give 
rules for the induced crystal action on this set of domain walls. 

First, we label a domain of a path \p) € V by & pair of integers (a, b), which 
can take the values 0 < a < m — n and 0 < b < n. Suppose we start with a path 
\p) G V and try to associate a particular domain (a(k),b(k)) with each A:, such that 
p(k) = p(k]a(k),b(k)). There are clearly different choices of how to do this. For 
example, suppose we choose k = 0 (mod 4). Then because p(k',a,b) = a + 6, we 
could associate any of the domains (p(k) — b.b). such that 0 < p(k) — b < m — n and 
0 < b < n, with k. 

In order to fix uniquely which domain (a{k),b(k)) to associate with a particular 
k such that p(k) = p(k] a(fc), b(k)), we use the following rules. 

(1) Choose k odd. 
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(2) If n < p{k + 1) +p{k) < m, let 

(7.5) b(k + 1) = b(k) = n- p(k), 

(7.6) a(k + l) = a(k) = {m-pik)-pik + 1)    * *S 1    (m0d 4); 
J       w      \p(A;)+p(& + l)-n     if A; = 3    (mod 4). 

(3) Ifp(A; + l)+p(&) >m, let 

(7.7) 6(A! + l)=p(*! + l)-m + n,  b(k)=n-p(k), 

(7.8) a(A; + l)=a(A;) = (0 if fc= 1    (m0d 4); 

\m — n    if A: = 3    (mod 4). 

(4) If p(k + 1) + p(k) <n, let 

(7.9) 6(fc + l)=p(ft + l),   b(k)=n-p{k), 

/rrt^ /,      .N        /,N      \m — n    if A; = 1    (mod 4); 
(7.10) a(* + l) = a(*) = |0 .ffcs3    J^^; 

By following these rules for all odd &, we can associate a unique domain (a(A:),6(A:)) 
for all k € Z. Then p(k) will be given by 

(7.11) p(k)=p(k;a(k),b(k)). 

We can write the resulting (a(fc), b(k))kez as a sequence of domains (aw+ij &JV+I) • * * 
(ai, 6i) and a sequence of integers kjy > k^-i > —• > hi. The identification is that 

(7.12) (a(k),b(k)) = (ai,bi) for ki > k > ki-i (with AJJV+I =00,^0 = —00). 

DEFINITION 7.1. Le^ V be the set of elements, each of which is specified by a 
domain sequence (a/v+i, &AH-I) • * * (^i, &i) and integers k^ > kjsr-i > —• > ki, where 
N e Z>0; 0 < ai < m - n, 0 < bi < n, (ai+i,^+i) ^ (a*, 6*), and 

(7.13)        fci G < 

2Z U (1 + 4Z) 1/   ai+1 =04 = 0, 6i+i > 6i, 
2Z U (1 + 4Z) if   a^+i = a^ = m — n, ^4-1 < &;, 
2Z U (3 + 4Z) z/   oi+i = a* = 0, 6i+i < 6i, 
2Z U (3 + 4Z) if   aj-t-i = a^ = m — n, 6i+i > &;, 
2Z otherwise. 

Then rules (l)-(4) and equation (7.12) specify an injection Mi '.V ->V, and (7.11) 
specifies a map M2 :V-^V which is the left inverse of Mi, i.e., M2 o Mi = id-p. 

PROPOSITION 7.2. Mi :V -tV is a bijection. 
Proof We will prove that the left inverse M2 : V —>• P is an injection, from which 

the proposition follows. Consider two elements, (a(k),b(k))kez and (a'(k), b'(k))kez 
of £> (we can specify them in this way by making use of (7.12)). Let ko = 1 (mod 4). 
Then from the definition of V, one of the following must be true 

a(A:o + 1) = a(ko), b(ko + 1) = b(ko), 

a(ko + 1) = a(fco) = 0, 6(A:o + 1) > b(ko), 

a(ko + 1) = a(A:o) = m — n,   6(A;o + 1) < 6(A;o). 

(7.14) I 

(7.15) II 

(7.16) III 
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One of three similar conditions must hold for a^fco + !)> ^'(ko), b'(ko + 1), and b'fto). 
Under the map M2 we have (a{k),b(k))kez -> {p(k] Q>(k),b(k)))k z. The requirements 
that 

(7.17) p(ko] a(fco), 6(*;o)) = pfe ^(fco), b'^o)), 

(7.18) p(fco + 1; a'Cfco 4-1), ^(fco + 1)) = P(^o + 1; a'(£;o + 1), b'fo + 1)) 

are equivalent to 

(7.19) 

(7.20) a(ko + 1) 

6(*d) = 6/(*d), 

■6(fco + l) = 6l(A:o + l)-a/(*o + l) 

respectively. Combining (7.19), (7.20), one of I, II, III for a(ko + 1), a(fco), &(^o 4-1), 
b(ko) and one of the similar conditions I, II, III for a^fco + l), a'Cfco), ^'(^0 + 1)? ^(^0)5 
we get nine possible sets of equations in eight unknowns. It is only possible to get 
a solution to three of these sets of equations, namely those we get when a(ko + 1), 
a(A;o), K&o + l)j b(ko) and a'(fco + I)? o'(fco)j ^'(^o + 1), &'(&o) both satisfy I, or both 
satisfy II, or both satisfy III. The single solution for all three sets is 

(7.21) a(A:o + 1) = a'(fco + 1), a(fco) = a'fao), Kfa + 1) = ^(fco + 1), 6(fco) = 6'(**>). 

A similar argument leads to the same solution (7.21) in the case when ko = 3 (mod 4). 
This completes the proof. D 

The next step is to understand the induced crystal action on T>. If we refer to the 
position at which two domains meet as a domain wall, then the general picture is that 
the crystal action moves domain walls around. In order to describe this action we 
first identify certain types of domain wall as elementary. The following is a complete 
list of elementary walls. 

(ai+i,bi+i)(ai,bi) ki symbol 

(a-l,b)(a,b) 
{a + l,b)(a,b) 
(0,6 + 1) (0,6) 
(m — n, b — l)(m — n, b) 
(a±l,b^l){a,b) 

0 mod 4 
0 mod 4 
0 mod 4 
0 mod 4 
0 mod 4 

ir 
\t 
it 
rr 

(0,b+l)(0,b) 
(m - n, b - l)(m - n, b) 

1 mod 4 
1 mod 4 

Lt 
(a-1,6) (a, 6) 
(a+ 1,6) (a, 6) 
(0,6-1) (0,6) 
(m - n, 6 + l)(m - n, 6) 
(a±l,6±l)(a,6) 

2 mod 4 
2 mod 4 
2 mod 4 
2 mod 4 
2 mod 4 

lo 
1 + 
11 

Lr 

(0,6-l)(0,6) 
(m — n, b 4- l)(m — n, b) 

3 mod 4 
3 mod 4 \1 

We write [ to mean either of |_ or  \. We shall refer to \s£ ,  [*  as spin-| elementary 
walls, and to •s't as spin-0 elementary walls. 

We wish to decompose each domain wall of an element in T* into ordered el- 
ementary domain walls.   We use the fact that when ki is even, (ai+i,bi+i)(ai,bi) 
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may be written in terms of a unique sequence of intermediate domains such that the 
corresponding intermediate domain walls are elementary, and ordered as 

(7.22) |i-"|i[i-- •[!•••••    or    |o---|o[<r ■•[<>••■■•, 

where the • are taken to be of one kind only. When ki is odd, (ai+i,bi+i)(ai,bi) may 
also be written uniquely in terms of an ordered sequence of elementary domain walls 
of the form 

(7.23) [!•••[!    or    [o--.[o. 

The whole sequence of ordered elementary walls will then said to have been normally 
ordered. It is simple to prove the uniqueness of these ordered decompositions, but 
perhaps more illuminating to consider some examples. 

1) m = 6, n = 2, ki = 0 (mod 4): 
(o, oxs, i) = (o, o)(i, o)(2, oxa, o)(4, o)(3, i) ~ iririf ir»+". 
(1,2)(1,0) = (1,2)(0,2)(0,1)(1,0) ~ \nt'-+, 

(4,o)(4,2) = (4,o)(4)i)(4)2)~rrrr- 

2) m = 6,n = 2,ki = 2 (mod 4): 
(0,0)(3,1) = (0,0)(1,0)(2,0)(3) 1) ~ |o lo •—, 

(1,2)(1,0) = (1,2)(2,2)(3,2)(2,1)(1,0) ~ fcfc .++ .++, 

(4,0)(4,2) = (4,0)(3,0)(2,0)(3,1)(4,2) ~ |+|+ .— .~. 

3) rn = 6, n = 2, ki = 1 (mod 4): 

(0,2)(0,0) = (0)2)(0,l)(0,0)~Li"Li', 

(4>0)(4,2) = (4,0)(4,l)(4l2)~roro- 

4) m = 6, n = 2, ki = 3 (mod 4): 
(0,0)(0,2) = (0,0)(0,l)(0,2)~Lo~Lo-. 
(4,2)(4,0) = (4,2)(4)l)(4!0)~r]frr- 

Explicitly, the ordered walls turn out as follows. 

(0'2,b2)(ai,bi) at k = 0 (mod 4). 

(7.24) (\Z)aHlZ)b2-bl-ai('-+ri iib2-b1>a1; 

(7.25) (|+)»3+6a-a1-61 j^tp:6; ^l6^     if 02 + b2>a1+b1> b2; 

(7.26) (lr)0l+6l-02-fe{(
(*+tp-6

1
a
(

(^|^)
)
; Hm-n + b^+h^ + h; 

(7.27) (|-)m-n-oag-jo1+61-62-m+n(#+-jm-n-a1 if 61 _ ^ > m _ „ _ 0l. 

(0,b2)(0,b1) at k = 1 (mod 4). 

(7.28) (tf)62-61 

(m - n, b2)(m - n,bi) at k = 1 (mod 4). 

(7.29) (FQ-)61-62 
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(Q'2,b2)(ai,bi) at k = 2 (mod 4). 

(7.30)   (|+)a»(Lr)6l"62-ai(#~)ai    if&i-&2>ai; 

/7 oi\     /| + \6i-ai-62+a2 /(•       )6l~62  (62 < &l);       -r ,     > ,     _ > , 

(7.32) (|-)^-a-^+ai j^plt ^ | ^     if 62 - a2 > ^ - ax > 62 - m + n; 

(7.33) (|-)m-n-aa(|-+j6a-61+a1-m+n(#++jm-n-a1      if ^ _ ^  > m _ n _ ^ ^ 

(0,62)(0,bi) at fe^3 (mod 4). 

(7.34) (L0-)&1-62 

(m — n,62)(m — n, 6i) at A; = 3 (mod 4). 

(7.35) (\i)b*-hl 

After normally ordering all the walls in an element |d) G V, the rules for the 
crystal action are relatively simple (we give the rule for the action of Ji, the action of 
ii can be reconstructed in terms of the inverse of this). Suppose we have a total of N 
elementary spin-^ walls with subscript £iv,£jv-i, • • • ,£i (and any number of spin-0 
walls). Now consider the vector [SN]^ 0 [£;v-i](1) ® • • • ® [£i](1) G (B^)®N. The 
operator fa acts on [^AT]^

1
^ <S> [^iv-i]^1^ (8) • • • 0 [^i]^1^ by changing a single Sj ->• 1 - £j 

(or by sending the vector to zero). Which ej is changed depends on whether i = 0 or 
1. The action of fa on the element \d) is to change only the single elementary spin-| 
wall with the corresponding Sj index (or it sends the path to zero). The change that 
occurs for this elementary domain wall depends on its type and position k in the 
following way: 

k + 2        fc + 1 k k + 2 k + 1 k 

(7.36) (•••)-^ |e(-")    ->    (•■•)|i-ei^5 ('••) 
c c 

(7.37) (•••)«^_» |e(---)    ^    ("Oti^i^* (•••) 
c c—1 

(7.38) (•••)     [,(•..)    -> (...)[i-e    (•••) 

(7.39) (•••)«_^-    [e("-) ->    (•■•)|i-e*^»       (•••) 
C C+l 

(7.40) (••■)•••••    [,(•■•) ->     (•••)[i-£-l--       (•••) 

Here, we have taken k to be even. Also, for (7.37) and (7.40), we are assuming that 
the domain appearing on the left of • • • • • is at the appropriate boundary, i.e., (0, *) 
if [i_e that may appear at the position k + 2 is a [ and (m — n, *) if it is a [. 

Before showing how these rules for the crystal action were obtained, let us give 
some simple examples of how this general rule works.  The following two examples 
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capture the two possible ways in which a spin-| wall can pass a spin-0 wall under the 
crystal action. 

First, suppose m = 6, n = 2 and that we have an element of V described by 3 
domains (4,2)(3,1)(4,1) and positions fe = 2, ki = 0. The (4,2)(3,1) wall at ^ = 2 
is a •++ elementary wall. The (3,1) (4,1) wall at hi = 0 is a |j~ elementary wall. 
Using M2 (as specified by (7.11)), we can write out the section of path in which these 
walls lie. The path is 

(7.41) 0 0 0.++2 

Using the above rules for the crystal action on elementary domain walls we find that 
fi sends this path to 0, and /o sends it to 

(7.42) 0 0 o rj i 
Here, we have used (7.37). This is a path associated with a single domain wall 
(4,2)(4,1) at ki = 2. Working out the subsequent action of /i, /o, and so on, one 
finds, 

(7.43) 

A 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0. 

6 

6 

6 

-+5 

-+5 

tf 

0«++2 

0 ft 1 

1 

1 

1 

etc. Here we have just shown the elementary wall decomposition at each stage. The 
final sequence of domains is (4,2) (3,2) (4,1). Notice, the action of /o on the fourth line 
used (7.39) and not (7.40). This is because the domain on the left of the (non-existent) 
• • • • • is at the boundary, but not the relevant one. 

Now consider the rather similar example when m — 6,n = 2 and we have an 
element \d) G V described by 3 domains (3, 2)(2,1)(3,1) and positions A^ = 2, ki — 0. 
Again, the (3,2) (2,1) wall at k2 — 2 is a •4'"f" elementary wall and the (2,1)(3,1) wall 
at ki = 0 is a |J" elementary wall. Using the rules for the arrows, we get the following 
sequence. 

(7.44) 
/o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

0 

0#++3 

0.++2 

0#++2 

The final sequence of domains is (3,2) (4,2) (3,1). We see that the spin-0 wall remains 
fixed in this case, whereas in (7.43) it was moved 2 spaces to the left by the passage 
of the spin-\ wall. 

Let us now show how the rules (7.36)-(7.40) were obtained. We shall consider /i 
only. Let \p) be any path. Following the rule (3.3), we associate a sequence of 1's and 
0's to each p(k). Then, using the usual rule, we simplify it in such a way that each 
domain wall carries (l)c or (0)c. This is determined locally at each wall and called the 
localisation. It is convenient to think that there always exists a domain wall between 
k + l:odd and A;:even. If it is not a real one, the localisation is trivial, i.e., c = 0. Let 
us explain this more carefully, starting with two examples. 
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k = 1 (mod 4) and n < p(k + 1) + p(k) < m. 

Recalling the process for fixing the domains, given at the beginning of this 
section, we see that, in this case, there is no wall between p(k + 1) and p(k). 
The domain is (a, 6), where p(k + i) = m — n — a+b andp(fc) — n — b (see (7.5) 
and (7.6)). We have 

(7 45) Q\m-n-a+6/Q\n+a-&/-|\n-&/Q\&   ^    r^\m-n-a-\-b r^\a-\-b 

Distribute (i)m-n-a+& to the left wallj and (o)a+6 t0 the right> 

k = 1 (mod 4) and p(A; + 1) + p(fe) < n. 

The domain changes at the centre. The domains are given by (m — n, 62) (^ — 

n, 61) with p(A: + 1) = 62 and p(A;) —n — bi. We have 62 < 61 ■ 

(7.46) (l)62(0)m-62(l)n-6l(0)61    -   (\f2(Q)rn-n+2b1-b29 

Distribute (I)62 to the left, (O)61-62 to the centre, and (0)m-n+6i to the right. 
We carry out a similar procedure for all other cases. Now, consider a wall between 
A: + l:odd and A::even. Suppose (0)Cl is distributed from the left and (1)C2 from the 
right. If ci > C2, the localisation is (0)Cl_C2. If ci = C2, there is no (real) wall. If 
ci < C2, the localisation is (l)C2~"Cl. For a wall between k 4- l:even and A::odd, the 
localisation is already given in the form (0)c or (l)c. In fact, we have the following 
simple rule (for the /1 case). 

(7.47) 

We now consider the action of /1. Suppose it acts on the part of a path x = p{k + 1) 
and y — p(k) with k = 3 (mod 4). Suppose that by the action of /1 we have the 
change: 

(7.48) x-+x + \. 

In the 1 and 0 notation, this part is equivalent to starting from 

(7.49) (l)a!(0)m"aj(l)I'(0)n-y 

and changing the leftmost 0 in (0)m_:r to 1. It implies m — x>y. We have two cases. 

n < x + y < m. 

Both x and y belong to the same domain, say, (02,62)- We have x — (12 + &2 
and y = n — 62- Therefore, we have 

(7.50) a2+n = x-\-y<m. . 

Let (ai, &i) be the domain on the right of y, (as, 63) on the left of x. 

domain                position localisation 

(a>2,b2)(a,iM)             k = Q 
fQ\a2+b2n\a1-\-b1 

(0,62)(0,6i)               k = l n\b2-bi 

(m — n,b2)(m — n,bi)      k = l (0)&l-&2 

(02, 62)(ai, 61)             k = 2 (or —n—a2+&2 Q^m-n—ai+61 

(0M)(0M)               k = 3 (0)61-62 

(m — 72,62) (m — n, 61)      k = 3 (ijta-ii 
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It is necessary that the localisation at the wall between (02,62) and (^ij &i) is 
(0)Cl with Ci > 0. Therefore, we have ai — bi — 0,2 + &2 > 0 and this wall is of 
the form (7.32) or (7.33). Because of (7.50), we see that the number of |o is at 
least one. It is also necessary that the localisation at the wall between (03,63) 
and (02,62) is (1)C2 with C2 > 0. Therefore, we have 03 + 63 — 02—62 > 0 
and this wall is of the form (7.26) or (7.27). 
The change (7.48) is equivalent to the change 02 ->> 02 + 1. Using the explicit 
wall descriptions (7.32), (7.33), (7.26), and (7.27), we see that it corresponds 
to (7.36) or (7.37). 

x + y < n. 

There is a wall between x and y. We have the domains (a3,63)(0,&2)(0,6i), 
where x and y belong to (0,62) and (0,61), respectively. We have x = 62 and 
y = n — 61, and therefore bi — 62 = n — x — y > 0. 
The wall between (0,62) and (0,61) is of the form (7.34). It is also necessary 
that the localisation at the wall between (03,63) and (0,62) is of the form 
(1)62-03-63^ Therefore, we have &2-03-63 > 0, and, in particular, 62-63 > 0. 
This wall is of the form (7.26) (the lower line) or (7.27). 
The change (7.48) is equivalent to the change 62 —> 62 + 1.  It corresponds 
to (7.39) (for (7.26)) or (7.40) (for (7.27)). 

We may also consider the fi action as sending y -t y + 1. This will bring about the 
remaining case x + y > m and corresponds to (7.38). The case k = 1 (mod 4) may 
be similarly analysed to confirm the results (7.36)-(7.40). 

Before ending this section, let us consider one consequence of the rules for the 
crystal action on V. Let \d) G V have normally ordered elementary domain walls at 
positions &#•,•*• ? &i- Define 

(7.51) rc(fcij|e) = ro(&i,#) = -fci/2,    n(ku[£) = -ki. 

K 
It is simple to check from the rules for the crystal action that ^ n(ki,ti) decreases 

by 1 under the action of fi, and increases by 1 under the action of e*. So, the action 
of the principal grading operator p is given by 

K 

(7.52) p(|d» = X)ri(A;i'**)ld)' 
2=1 

where ti refers to the 'type' \£ , [e , or • of the elementary wall. 

7.2. The particle picture. In describing a path \p) G V in terms of either local 
spin variables p(k) or a sequence of domains and domain walls, we have been using the 
local picture. We shall now go on to explain the particle picture of the space V — V. 
Let Vaj-a',& denote the range of the restricted map ^i\va b.ai bt '• 'Pa,b;a',b' —> V. 
As a crystal, Va^-ai^' will decompose into a (usually infinite) number of connected 
components.   We wish to understand these connected components as the crystals 

created by the creation operators ?/4;k   and ^1°      of spin-| and spin-0 particles. We 

call this the particle picture.   The operators ^,K    and T/4        will be given as the 
q —> 0 limit of the corresponding operators defined in Section 6 (we conjecture that 

(i)s 

this limit is well-defined). In the particle picture, any sequence of the operators T/^
2 
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and ^4 is allowed, but with the condition that the corresponding sequence of the 
highest weights (represented by (ai,bi)) satisfies 0 < a; < m — n and 0 < bi < n. 
This condition will always be assumed when we talk of a sequence of these operators. 
However, they are not linearly independent because of the commutation relations 
(6.17)-(6.19) of the particle creation operators. The particle pictures for the pure spin- 
| model, pure spin-J models and RSOS fusion models were constructed in references 
[1], [29] and [30] respectively. 

Before looking at the space spanned by the particles, we prepare some details 
about affine crystals. Suppose we have a Uq(sl2) crystal B which takes weights in 
Pci = ZAQ © ZAi. Then the affinization of this crystal, denoted by Aff(JB), takes 
weights in P = ZAi 0 ZAQ © Z5 (See [14] for a definition). Here, we use Ajff(-B) 
defined in the principal gradation. For example, Aff^1)) is given by either of the 
following diagrams. 

[0]®[2/c + l] •>.    £ fo^* M® [2'c + 1] 

/o^> [1]®[2K] [O]0[2^*^/1 

[0] ® [2K; - 1] •^j fo^* W ® i2^ - 1] 

^ • [1] 0 [2K, - 2] [0] <g> [2K, - 2] • ^ 

Let us now consider the states spanned by just one particle. From the defini- 

tion (6.13) and the remarks following (4.10), we see that ip^K is meaningful only if 
s • (—iy = (—1)K and that T/4 is meaningful only if — s • t = (—1)*. Considering 
the degree given by (7.52) also, we identify 

\s£ at k     ^>     iP^K , 
(7.53) "'   2 

2 

Recalling the rules for the crystal action on the elementary walls, we see that each 
(-)s set of ipe^K with s fixed and other indices satisfying s • (—1)£ = (—1)K brings about a 

crystal isomorphic to AE(B^). Each set of iph 's, with both s and t fixed is a crystal 
isomorphicto Aff(£(0)). 

To consider spaces spanned by more than one particle, we have to study the linear 
dependence relations in the particle picture more carefully. We take the q —>• 0 limit 
of the relations (6.17)-(6.19) and write out the results componentwise. When acting 
on (a, 6), we have 

(7.54) tfS'V®' = -4%^'^     with " = *.,«' + &,«'. 
(7.55) WW-«' = -^SiW*'/    with , = *.,, + ^, 
(7.56) ^••t<*}' = ^5S40)s't, 

(7.57)        ^0)+iVii«)r = j^^'+^T- * if a # m ~ n' 
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(7 58) */,«»-Vi)+ " J^i)|+^0)",t      if a^0' 
I^/C'+I^K-I       ifa = 0. 

Relations (7.56)-(7.58) tell us that we may always order the particles so that all the 

il>W are to the right of all the ift^K Relation (7.54) shows that V's^V^i-i/ = 0. A 

little more scrutiny at (7.54) shows that we may always order any nonzero ipe?K  ^£'^ 
so that K < hi', or in the case (s,e) — (s*,£'), K < K'. A similar statement is true for 

ipK      ipK>    '   • We have shown: 
1 (-)s 

PROPOSITION 7.3. Any sequence of M spin-^ particles ip^K and N spin-0 par- 

ticles ipK initiating and terminating at two given domains may be written in the 
form 

(7.59) ^a)«i...^2)»M^(0)5llt1...^(0)aiv,*i>r 

modulo sign, if it is not equal to zero. Here, we require the indices to satisfy 

(7.60) n'i < AC^ or K,^,^) = (^+1,^+1,6:m), 

(7.61) Ki < Ki+i   Or (K,i,Si,ti) = (Ki+l,Si+i,ti+i). 

A sequence of particles of the form given by this proposition will be called sepa- 
rately ordered. The name comes from the way the spin-| particles and spin-0 particles 
have been grouped separately. This is to be contrasted with the normally ordered se- 
quence to be defined in Section 7.3. 

Let us now consider the vector space which is spanned by the sequence of particles. 

We fix M, the number of spin-^ operators T/^ , N, the number of spin-0 operators 

ipK ^' , and the initial and final domains. We will denote the space by A. We do not 
(-)s 

impose the commutation relations (7.54)-(7.58) in A.   As before, we identify ipefc 

and ipK ^s'   with the elements of Af[(B^) and Aff(jB(0)). Hence the monomial basis 
of A is a crystal isomorphic to a union of mixed tensor products of M-many AS(B^) 
and iV-many Aff(J3(0)). We call it the crystal part of A. 

The subspace spanned by the relations will be denoted by 7Z. It is easy to prove, 
using the tensor product rule for crystals bases, that the set of relations (7.54)-(7.58) 
is preserved under the crystal action. Hence, the monomial basis of A/IZ is given a 
crystal structure. We call it the crystal part of A/7Z. We are interested in this crystal 
structure. 

Denote by 5, the set of separately ordered sequence of particles. It is easy to 
show that S is also preserved under the crystal action. Hence, S is a subcrystal of the 
crystal part of A. We aim to show that S forms a basis of A/7Z so that the crystal S 
is, in fact, the crystal part of A/IZ. 

We first give a partial ordering to the set of particles. Two particles are said to 
satisfy 2pA < ijj3 if and only if ^A ^ ij)3 and il;AripB is separately ordered. Then the 
monomial basis elements of A are given the lexicographical order using the order on 
the particles. We define an action of SM+N, the symmetric group of order M + iV, 
on A. Since all the relations (7.54)-(7.58) are of the form ^ip3 = ±'ipcipD, we may 
define the action of the transposition cr^ = (i,i + 1) on a sequence of particles by 
substituting ipAipB at the i-th and (z -j- l)-th position with the appropriate ±i{;cil;D. 
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It is easy to show that this defines an action of SM+N on A. We prove two lemmas 
concerning these definitions. 

LEMMA 7.4. Suppose M + N >2. Let A=ipAl • • • 7/;^+" and B^Bl • • • ^i^+". 
// A is separately ordered, and <Ji(J2 * * * Vr-iA = ±B (r < M + N), then ipAl < ipBl. 

Proof. It suffices to show this for the case r = M + N. We use induction on r. 
For r = 2, this may be done by checking each case. So suppose r > 2. Let ar-iA = 
±^Al "'ijjAr-'2^cxl)Br. We know from the r = 2 case that z/r4r-1 < ibc. Hence, 
ijjM .. .(0Ar_2(0C '1S separately ordered. We may now apply induction hypothesis to 
conclude ipAl < i/^1. D 

LEMMA 7.5. Suppose M + N>2. Let A = ipAl • • • ^A^+^ and B^Bl • • • ^B^+^. 
If A is separately ordered, TT E SM+N is different from the identity element, and 
TTA = ±B, then A < B. 

Proof We use induction on M + N. This is easy to check when M + N = 2. 
If M + N > 2 and 7r(l) = 1, then we may apply the induction hypothesis to A' = 
^2. ..^AM+N arid B> = ^Bi . _^BM+N, go suppose 7r(r) = 1 with r > 1. Then, 
we may write TT = TT'CTIC^ • • -(Tr-i for some TT' G SM+N with TT^I) = 1. But, then 
Lemma 7.4 shows, ipAl < xpBl and hence A < B. D 

The next easy corollary to this lemma shows that the expression (7.59) is unique 
for each product of particles different from zero. 

COROLLARY 7.6. Let x be separately ordered and choose any TT E SM+N- Then, 
7r(x) is separately ordered if and only if TT = id. 

We can now finally prove: 
PROPOSITION 7.7. The set of separately ordered elements, S, forms a basis for 

A/71. 
Proof. By Proposition 7.3, it suffices to show the linear independence of S. Let 

( I ) denote the natural orthonormal bilinear form on A. Define x = ^TTGSM N 
7r(a:) 

for any x E A. Noting 

TZ = Span{7r(a:) — x;TT E SM+JV,x ^ A}, 

we have (x\7Z) = 0 for any x E S. Hence, (x\ •) defines a linear functional on A/7Z. 
Using Corollary 7.6, we may easily check that (x\y)Xiyes = 8Xiy. This proves that the 
set S is linearly independent. D 

So the space described by the particles initiating and terminating at given domains 
is the crystal <S of separately ordered sequence of particles. We have obtained a 
clear view of the particle picture given in terms of the affine crystals Af[(B^) and 
Aff(B<0>). 

7.3. Connection between the local and particle pictures. Let us first 
describe a map from the domain wall description to the particle picture. We have 
already identified the walls \s£ and •Sit with the particles in (7.53). Writing out the 
domain wall description in the path form, at k = 0 (mod 4), we can check 

(0,6+1)LJ(0,&) = (0,6 + 1).-+|+(0)6). 

We may similarly write other [ at even A: as a combination of •s't and |* . With this 
and the identification (7.53), we map 

L* at even k     —►     V^'^t, 
(7.62) 2 2 

f. atevenfc     i—»■     ip^'^^K. 
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To map the remaining four elementary walls, we return to example (7.43). 

(7.63) 
h 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

6 

6 

.-»5 

0.-+5 

0.++2 

0 \i 1 

r^ i    i 
1      1 

1 1 

This time, we have written the particles to the right using (7.53) and (7.62). What 

should go in the box? Coming down from the top, we can guess it to be T/T-I    
+

IJJ[
2_2 . 

Going up from the bottom, it should be ^^ ip_2 '+- We are dealing with the 
a = m — n case, and as (7.57) with t = + shows, they are actually equal. Generalising 
this, we map 

(7.64) 
H at odd k 

H at odd A: 

t (i)+ 
^ 

(0)-,t 
5,-1(^-1)^-1(^+1)' 

We have defined a map from the domain wall description to the particle picture. 
We now define the inverse map. To do this, we construct a new basis of A/7Z. 

We say a sequence of particles is normally ordered if each successive pair is one of the 
following: 

(1) ip^i  1,tl^K2      2 where m < K2 or (ACI,SI,*I) = («2,52,*2). 

(2) ^e\{Z]81 ^el(Zl82 where /ci < «2 or (/ci,ei,si) = (^2,^2,52). 

(3) ^2)tfVi0)a,t where «' < /c, 

(4) ^^       ^--1'  where these are placed at the boundary, i.e., for 5 = -h, it acts 
on the domain (0, *), for s = —, it acts on the domain (m — n, *). 

(5) ipK      tpl Kl      where K < K,'. 

(6) ipK        W£,L      where these are placed at the boundary, i.e., for 5 = +, it acts 
on the domain (0, *), for 5 = —, it acts on the domain (m — n, *). 

The set of normally ordered sequence of particles will be denoted by M. The relations 
(7.54)-(7.58) show that we may always bring any sequence of particles to a normally 
ordered sequence. The linear independence of the normally ordered sequence may be 
proved as in the proof for Proposition 7.3. So the normally ordered sequences form 
a basis for A/IZ. The set of normally ordered sequences of particles, A/", is certainly 
a crystal, the crystal action being "first, act as an element of A, then, normally 
order." The map from the particle picture to the local picture may now be taken by 
first applying the inverse of (7.62) and (7.64) to (6) and (4), respectively, and then 
applying (7.53) to the remaining particles. It is easy to check that the image is an 
ordered sequence of elementary domain walls. The defined map is certainly inverse 
to the map from the local picture to the particle picture defined earlier. 

THEOREM 7.8. The local picture and the particle picture are isomorphic as crys- 
tals. 

Proof. It suffices to show that the two maps defined in this section respect the 
crystal structures.  So, let us study the rules for the crystal action on Af.  We shall 
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consider /i only. The action of fi will change some ^0
2^ to ipiK'-i- After this change 

the product may not be normally ordered. In that case, we must normally order it 
by using the commutation relations. The rules come out as follows: 

If the product contains i/4 ipo2
K
S at the boundary, i.e., it acts on the domain 

(0, *) for the s — + case and (m — ra, *) for the s — — case, the change is 

(7.65) V>i0)-S'+Vfis H- Vffi-Vi0^. 

Otherwise and if the product contains (^_7
S,

~)
C
%,

2
AC ^or some c > 1 an<i ^e domain 

on the left of this part of the product is at the boundary, the change is 

(7.66) «ar'-)cy&)s -► ^V'-^ii^r-r1. 

Otherwise, let c > 0 be the maximal integer such that {ipKl
Si 's S

)
C
'0O,

2
K
S
 'ls contained 

in the product. Then, the change is 

In the domain wall language, the case (7.65) corresponds to (7.38). The case (7.66) 
corresponds to (7.37) and (7.40). The last case (7.67) corresponds to (7.36) and (7.39). 
D 

We have thus related the path space V with a crystal given explicitly in terms 
of Aff(.£?(0)) and A^(B^). Namely, we have established the crystal isomorphisms 
between V and £>, V and J\f, J\f and S. And the crystal S is given as a union of 
subcrystals of Aff(B^)®™ ® Aff(BW)®N. 

8. Summary. Let us summarise very briefly the main results of our analysis of 
infinite-volume alternating-spin vertex models. We identify the space on which the 
transfer matrices of the alternating spin-y / spin-§ model act as the direct sum of 

Homc(nAi™-">) ® V(\{
b
n)),V(\ir-n)) ® V(A<,n))) 

(8.1) ~ V(x[?-n)) ® ^(A^) ® (^(Ai™-")) ® V(xin))y. 

The transfer matrices themselves are constructed in terms of certain U'(sl2) inter- 
twiners defined on this space (see (6.4)). These transfer matrices are diagonalised by 
making use of another set of intertwiners given by (6.13). The vacua are given by 
(—q)D; the excited states are multi-particle states consisting of a number of spin-0 
particles and a number of spin-| particles. The two-particle S-matrices are given 
by (6.17) to (6.19). 

In [13], we show how to construct correlation functions of these models. We derive 
there the relation between simple correlation functions of the alternating model and 
those of the pure spin-^ and pure spin-y models. In this, and in the diagonalisation 
of the transfer matrix, we make use of the commutativity of one of our intertwiners 
(see Section 5 of the current paper) with the action of the deformed Virasoro algebra 
considered in [15]. 

In Sections 3 and 7 we consider the crystal limit (i.e., q —> 0 limit) of our model 
in detail. In this limit, the corner transfer matrix acts diagonally on the (half-infinite) 
path space Pa,b associated with a particular boundary condition (a, b). We prove that 
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there is a crystal isomorphism Pa)& ~ B(Xa ) 0 5(A^n^). We go on to consider 
the double infinite path space V. We construct a crystal isomorphism between this 
space and the space V defined in terms of domain walls. V and V are both considered 
as local picture descriptions of the space. We then construct two particle picture 
descriptions, J\f and S, by making use of the q —> 0 limit of the intertwiners which 
diagonalise our transfer matrix. We finally establish an equivalence between V in the 
local picture and S in the particle picture. The latter, in turn, has a description in 
terms of tensor products of the crystals Aff(.E?(0)) and Aff^1)). 

The observations in this paper and in [13] might be applied and extended in 
various directions. Two of them are: 

(1) It is possible to derive difference equations for correlation functions and form 
factors of the alternating spin model using techniques analogous to those 
described in [3]. It should also be possible to evaluate these quantities by 
making use of the free field realisation of Uq{sl2). 

(2) The approach should generalise in a straightforward manner to alternating 
spin models with three or more different alternating spins. 
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